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INFORMATION SYSTEMS FOR ROAD MANAGEMENT:
DRAFT GUIDELINES ON SYSTEM DESIGN AND DATA ISSUES

William D. 0. Paterson and Thomas Scullion

ABSTRACT

This is a draft portion of guidelines for international use on the development of information
systems to serve all road management applications in the highway sector. It provides an objective
reference to help agencies make appropriate choices about the information needed for decision-
making and how to collect and manage it. A generic modular framework is used to make the
system flexible, relevant to the diverse needs of different levels of management, appropriate to
the size, skills and resources of different agencies, and able to accommodate upgrading in
response to future changes in technology or circumstances.

Nine groups of information and four levels of information quality (IQL) from basic to
comprehensive are defined. For each group and quality level, specific data items are identified
in a consistent manner so that higher levels of detail can be condensed and transformed into the
summary or basic level. Data collection methods for each information group are synthesized
indicating the modes of measurement applicable, the methods and equipment available for each
mode, and the approaches to frequency, sampling and coverage for the collection of each data
item.

Report INU 77, Infrastcture and Urban Development Department, Policy, Research and External Affairr Staff, World ank. September
1990.
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PREFACE

This paper is an intermediate output of a task with the goal of improving the management
of road infrastructure. The task has the aim of improving the management of information in the
highway sector - information which is vital to the making of sound technical and economic
decisions in the sector.

Many efforts to introduce improved decision making techniques and computerized systems
have focussed either on one level of management, administrative or operational, or on one
component such as safety records, pavement management or bridge management. The result has
been one system, or a series of systems, specific to one or more aspects, often which do not
address the whole, or do not link together efficiently, or represent widely differing levels of
information technology (IT). Data collection requirements and technology linked with such
systems can be inadequate and onerous, or excessively costly to operate and maintain. New
analytical techniques often have been linked with a specific new device, leading to overlap or
redundancy in data collection and equipment procurement.

After two decades of development of management systems and IT in the highway sector,
we believe that the experience gained worldwide now makes it possible to identify the
information needed for effective management and how such information can vary in accordance
with the wide range of responsibilities, skills and resources of the relevant agencies. The aim
of these guidelines is to distill that experience so as to develop generic guidance on the
information needs and technology that are appropriate for use by road agencies, whether they are
small or large, well-financed or not, skilled or unskilled. It is hoped that these guidelines will
provide an objective, impartal reference that will help agencies make appropriate choices about
the information needed for decision-making, and how to collect and manage it.

This discussion paper is the first preliminarv output from the study, and is issued to allow
and encourage wide-ranging comments, discussion and contributions at a timely stage. It
contains three chapters:

Chapter 1 sets forth a systems framework for highway management and information.

Chapter 2 studies the information needed at different levels within the highway sector,
for various applications, and for various quality levels from basic to very detailed. It guides the
identification of the data to be included in the system, determining in particular the quantity and
quality of data which are major determinants of the size and cost of developing and operating the
system.

Chapter 3 describes the methods available for collecting and processing the data, ranging
from simple manual methods to fully automated methods, and giving guidance on the frequency
of surveys and any spatial sampling that may be appropriate.
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It is intended that a follow-up to the proposed guidelines will also be issued as a
discussion paper early in 1991 covering:

data management, covering the principles and features of data storage and
retrieval, database design, the range of computer hardware and software,
and the procedures for upgrading and expanding the system in the
future;

institutional issues concerning the management of data storage, access and
collection in an organization;

implementation issues, including how to design an information system from
the preceding chapters to be appropriate to the institution and its needs, and
the steps and considerations recommended for successful implementation.

After a period of circulation and discussion, the two papers are intended to be revised and
combined for issue as a World Bank Technical Paper in 1991.

Comments and contributions, particularly from standards groups, highway agency staff,
consultants, universities and IT industry people are welcomed. They should be addressed to the
Task Leader: Dr. William D. Paterson, Infrastructure and Urban Development Department,
World Bank Washington, D.C. 20433, U.S.A. Fax (202) 477-1052; Tel. (202) 473-3941.

Jeffrey S. Gutman
Chief, Transport Division
Infrastructure and Urban
Development Department
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GLOSSARY

Precision The closeness of agreement between randomly selected individual
measurements or test results. Typically, this is the standard deviation of
results from repeated or replicated tests under a given set of conditions as
conducted by different operators.

Bias A systematic error that contributes to the difference between a population
mean of the measurements or test results and a reference value.

Accuracy The closeness of agreement between an observed value and an accepted
reference value. When applied to individual observations, accuracy
includes a combination of a random component (Precision) and a
component due to systematic error (bias).

Data Item (Entity) A distinctly definable object or characteristic which has a discrete
value to be recorded in a database, and which may be described by any
number of attributes.

Item Tvpe The unique dimension of a data item which indicates how it relates spatially
or temporally to other items, e.g., point, line, area, volume, time, mass,
event, or activity.

Attribute An aspect or feature of a data item which describes or quantifies the item
in some manner (e.g., for data item 'barriers", attributes are: location,
type, length, height, etc.)

Paved road A road with engineered profiles surfaced with manufactured material,
bound with bituminous, cementitious or similar binder, and possessing
significant durability under prolonged exposure to the environment,
significant tensile strength, and resistance to attrition and deformation under
usage by vehicular traffic.

Unpaved road A road with engineered profiles surfaced with natural or processed unbound
materials, lacking tensile strength when wet, and not possessing significant
resistance to water, attrition or shear deformation under prolonged exposure
to the environment and vehicular traffic.

Unimproved road A road developed without engineered profiles and surfaced with natural or
processed, unbound materials.
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Chapter One

INFORMATION AND SYSTEMS IN THE HIGHWAY SECTOR

1.1 A BASIS FOR SOUND DECISIONS

Information is the basis of all decisions and most activities in the highway sector, as in other
businesses where a major asset requires forward planning, careful management and the provision
of satisfactory services to its clients, in this case the vast body of road users and the beneficiaries
of road transport.

Sound decisions need reliable, relevant, accessible and affordable information so that rational and
informed judgements can be made. While it is possible for poor decisions to be made with good
information, it is extremely difficult to make good decisions without it. Where experience and
judgement used to suffice, the need for objective data has risen as the range of issues, and the
complexities of the factors influencing them, have increased with the size and importance of
highway systems.

In the provision of basic services, the demand for access has dominated the development of road
networks for most of this century, and this has continued as traffic has grown rapidly in volume
and in freight loading. Investment decisions require information on traffic demand and
acceptable levels of service, and forecasting requires information on demographic and economic
trends. The rising vehicle loadings have placed a focus on structural design issues for pavements
and bridges, with increasingly complex analytical methods needing more detailed information on
materials, loading and environment to meet the technological demands.

The preservation of existing road networks has become a vital preoccupation1 as the evidence of
deterioration has become unavoidable and extensive in many networks. The constraint of funds,
and the need to make choices between investment in expansion and maintenance of existing
facilities, has led to the development of rational methods for evaluating the tradeoffs between
construction and maintenance. This requires information to compare the impacts of the technical
options on deterioration, to evaluate the standards of geometry and maintenance, to estimate both
immediate and life-cycle costs, and to determine priorities.
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Consideration of the role of the highway sector in the economy has necessitated methods for
quantifying the economic benefits to road users, so that total economic costs to society can be
minimized'. The interaction between vehicles and the road involves information on vehicle
technology, the sensitivity of operating costs, safety, energy consumption and environmental
pollution to characteristics of the road and the vehicles, and the value of travel time. Only on
the basis of this kind of information is it possible to choose optimal balances between investment
and preservation, fiscal constraints and social benefits, and alternative transport modes.

Closer scrutiny of fiscal perforrnance in the highway sector has focussed attention on the real
costs of operation and maintenance (O and M) of the highway network, and the revenue from
road users. Full cost accounting of force account works and the trend to the contracting of
maintenance and other operations is yielding more accurate cost data and better cost-effectiveness.
Recovering the costs of road use from users involves complex formulations of road damage costs
and congestion costs, allocating these equitably among users in relation to their utilization of the
network and loading profile. Valuation of the network as an asset requires assessment of the
depreciation, residual worth or replacement cost.

Institutional reform introduces careful monitoring of operational efficiency, productivity and
expenditures, with greater accountability for performance. Staffing levels, skills mix, redundancy
and the management of material and equipment resources become important information.

Rising levels of motorization, with the consequent increasing incidence of congestion, are
prompting means for enhancing the utilization and operation of the existing network. Together
with a demand for higher levels of road safety and improved methods of cost-recovery and
vehicle control, this is giving rise to an incipient explosion in vehicle communication technology,
including variable message signs, in-vehicle communications and identification, guided systems,
etc.

Despite the enormous amount of information involved in all these highway sector issues, the
amount required by an individual agency or for a particular application is typically a small
fraction of the above. Neither is it always necessary to have highly detailed information, and
indeed, the sldlls and financial resources of an agency may mean that only very simple and
inexpensive data can be afforded.

This guide is intended to help highway agencies, public or private, develop a balanced and
organized information system, which is appropriate to their needs and resources, for use in the
planning, management and operation of road facilities.

1.2 BACKGROUND ON SYSTEMS FOR HIGHWAYS

A highway information system is a system for identifying, collecting, storing, retrieving, and
managing all data relating to highwvays wvhich are relevant to the planning, management and
operation of a road nerwork.
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A system is something meaningfully different from its context which provides an efficient
framework and means for organizing inputs and providing outputs. While some are informal,
the advantages of formal systems, particularly those based on electronic data processing, become
very strong as the size and complexity of the data base increases.

Every road organization is familiar with some kind of data collection and processing, with or
without a formal information system. Budget data, an annual program of maintenance works,
traffic count data, accident data, pavement design data and so on, are used regularly in planning,
programming, budgeting and operations decisions.

In the past, many of the data have been collected and stored on paper files or more recently,
stored in single computer systems, that are available only to a small part of the organization.
Lengthy processing times have sometimes meant long delays before the information sought from
the data can be passed to those responsible for using it or be made intelligible to them. Other
parts of the organization, or other organizations, needing similar data have set out to collect new
data, leading to duplication of effort, possible uncertainty as to which data are the most reliable,
and wasted resources.

The growth of information technology, and particularly the power of computers to organize and
analyze very large volumes of data, and to prepare attractive and readily understood charts and
reports, have revolutionized the handling of highway information so that computer-based
technology is available and used in the majority of highway organizations in both industrialized
and developing countries. Nevertheless, there is still a considerable portion of data storage and
processing done manually in small organizations, and in others in transition. Thus, it is not
uncommon to find both forms of data collection and storage methodology in an organization.

A common situation is to find that departments within one organization are at different stages of
development of independent databases. Procedures to link or integrate the different databases
require some data elements that are common or can be used as links to other data files.

Unitary systems

Typical examples of distinct groups of data that may be found in an agency, and which may be
part of a stand-alone system, include the following:

traffic count data, average daily traffic, vehicle classification and growth
computations;

origin-destination (OD) survey data, and traffic demand corridor mapping;

maintenance management, including inventories of roadsideappurtenances, human,
equipment and material resources, productivity factors and costs;
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pavement management, including road network and pavement inventory, traffic
volume and axle loading data, pavement condition data, and maintenance strategy
and costs data;

safety records data, including accident information and road safety features;

bridge management, including bridge inventory and inspection data;

facility operations, such as toll road or tunnel facilities, with traffic, revenues and
expenditures data;

- budget and annual works program data; and so on.

If individual components or systems such as these already exist in an agency, a plan needs to be
considered to either integrate them into a new comprehensive system or interface and link them
to a new system in a compatible manner.

Figure 1.1 shows how different types of data groups or files may be linked, and indicates the
different parameters which can form the vital connection between files with widely differing
bases, in some cases a location reference, in some a structure identification and in others a
vehicle or driver identification. The technical aspects of this are covered in Chapter 4, and an
excellent synthesis of North American experience is given by Briggs and Chatfield4 .

This guide approaches the information system as a whole, dealing with each issue and component
in turn. It is thus intended as a framework within which either a new uniform information
system could be designed and developed, or an existing system could be expanded, integrated or
upgraded.

1.3 SYSTEM FRAMEWORK

Management systems comprise two major components:

- an information system, which collects, organizes and manages data and
information: and

decision-support systems, which comprise applications modules to process the
data and provide the information on which decisions can be based and ultimately
implemented.

While individual applications may utilize only some of the files or data groups in the information
system, many of the files will be used by more than one application. Thus, there is merit in
viewing the overall requirements in the highway sector to understand how the information can
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Figure 1.1 Typical components of an integrated highway
information system showing linking reference items
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be managed and used to the maximum benefit, and to avoid or minimize replication and wastage.
Figure 1.2 shows that an information system comprises various information groups, linked
through key parameters that form a common and unique link. These groups serve various
application modules, each of which may access any number of the information groups that are
relevant to the decisions to be made.

In the highway information system, a road database identified by a location referencing system
is linked to various supplementary databases with different referencing systems, for example,
accident records, institutions and facilities records, vehicle fleet records, driver records. Thus
it is possible to identify two distinct major information systems within the highway sector,
namely a highway information system (HIS), and a road transport information system
(RTIS). The first has location as a primary reference, and the second has the vehicle as a
primary reference.

Expanding the view to the transportation sector, it is clear that similar information systems will
serve other transport modes, including rail, maritime, air and pipeline.

1.4 OBJECTIVES AND OULMINE OF THE GUIDE

The objectives of this guide are to:

provide a framework within which information for the highway sector can be
identified, collected, stored and retrieved in an organized and efficient manner;

guide those responsible for the specification and design of the information system
so that it is appropriate to the objectives and the resources of the agency; and

- address the information needs of each level in the highway sector, including the
sector, network, project and research and development levels.

Chapter 2 studies the information needed at different levels within the highway sector, for
various applications, and for various quality levels from basic to very detailed. It guides the
identification of the data to be included in the system, determining in particular the quantity and
quality of data which are major determinants of the size and cost of developing and operating the
system.

Chapter 3 describes the methods available for collecting and processing the data, ranging from
simple manual methods to fully automated methods, and giving guidance on the frequency of
surveys and any spatial sampling that may be appropriate.
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Figure 1.2 Relationship of Applications Information
Systems and Infonnation Groups in the
Highway Sector
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Chapter Two

DEFINNG INFORMATION AND DATA NEEDS

Decisions are based on information concerning the objective and the main factors influencing the
outcome of the decision. Information is based on data collected on the values of all the relevant
items. The manager or decision-maker wants all the information which is relevant to each
decision, but not at any cost. The questions of what information is needed and how detailed it
should be, and which data to collect and how reliable they should be are addressed in this
chapter.

2.1 SITUATIONS DFFE

2.1.1 Different Functions. Common Data. Different Detail

Various data types are used by different groups of users for different functions. Some of these
data are common with other uses and functions, but the levels of detail, precision and scale may
differ between applications. The information needed for a decision or assessment depends firstly
on the issue itself but as importantly also on the managerial level at which the decision is being
taken. There are natural groupings of data around focal functions. For example, in a level of
service issue such as safety, data include traffic flow, side friction, pavement condition, weather,
and incident details; while in an engineering issue such as pavement rehabilitation, relevant data
include traffic flow, loading, pavement condition, taffic forecasts, material options, construction
costs and user costs. The common data in this example are traffic flow and pavement condition,
but different details are relevant in each case: e.g., traffic composition and speed for safety,
traffic volume and loadings for rehabilitation.

2.1.2 Various Applications. Different Precision and Reliabilitv

The levels of precision and reliability required of data can vary considerably between different
applications. Different applications therefore can lead to conflicting requirements of the sampling
and precision of the data to be collected for a particular item, so different levels of data quality
must be recognized.

For example, in vehicle weight or axle load control the precision of load measurement required
for enforcement purposes is high and the number of trucks pulled from the traffic stream for such
high-precision measurement is dependent on the reliability with which all infractions are to be
detected.
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In the alternate application of monitoring axle loadings for the purpose of structural analysis
(e.g., so as to determine the spectrum of vehicular loadings applied to a pavement or bridge),
lower precision can be accepted for individual load measurements, because a large sample size
will afford acceptably high reliability for the distribution of the 'population' of axle loadings.
In this instance, one prefers to have a complete sample of all vehicles, and the aggregation of all
loading data from the sample will tend to overcome any adverse effects of lower precision.

2.1.3 Phases of Usage - Differences in Time and Space

Some types of data are often collected at different times in a staged process, and the intensity and
detail of measurements may differ between these phases, usually adding progressively more detail
to the basic information acquired originally. In particular, network-level, and project- or
element-level, data for a given type of information can differ in time of acquisition, as well as
in sampling rate.

One example is in bridge inspections. A regular maintenance survey may note for various items
whether they are in good condition, in need of minor maintenance, or potentially seriously
defective. Appropriate action will be scheduled as a result of the survey which, in the case of
the seasonably defective rating, will be a detailed inspection by qualified inspectors. That
detailed inspection:

e is applied only to selected elements (screened from the whole);

* is undertaken at a different time, usually by different staff;

- comprises different data which will be analyzed using an appropriate
method evaluating a wider range of repair options than the minor
maintenance.

Other examples include pavement structural assessment. Typically, for network planning and
programming applications, a broad coverage but low sampling rate (e.g., averaging 1 - 3 strength
test points per km once every 3 - 5 years) is adequate for identifying the category of
strengthening needs for a link or section. However, for engineering design at a project-level,
intensive sampling extending throughout the length and width of the section will be necessary to
refine the design and quantities and thus achieve an essentially uniform structure after the works.

2.1.4 Amount and Currentness of Data

The volume of data and the frequency of updating them are major determinants of the costs of
operating the information system. They need to be carefully matched to the needs and the
resources of the agency. There is a potential and sometimes a zeal for collecting huge amounts
of data, just because it is going to be under automated control. Pavement deflection data can
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amount to 1,000 or more points per km; longitudinal profile data from an electronic profilometric
device can amount to 10 - 40,000 points per Iam; roadside furniture inventory and construction
records can amount to many thousands of item values per km or section.

A natural enthusiasm to store every piece of data must be balanced pragmatically with the
considerations that enlarging the volume of data to be collected raises the cost of collection, the
time and cost for data processing, the cost of storage, and the time and thus costs for retrieval
and analysis. Many schemes have fallen into disuse, or have been axed from budgetary
allocation because the resources required for data collection and processing have been too
onerous.

The frequency with which data are updated and made current is closely related to the issue of
data volume. Data which are out of date are irrelevant, particularly if the value changes rapidly.
Again, tradeoffs can be made between occasional precise or reliable information on the one hand,
and less precise or reliable data updated frequently on the other hand. In the latter case,
underlying trends can be determined to enhance the interpretation of the data.

2.1.5 Differing Resources and Institutions

Available resources and skills vary widely between agencies, and may change over time. For
small highway agencies, at county or district level, or at national level with scarce or unskilled
resources, basic types of data, basic quality and basic collection methods can suffice for the
majority of decisions and action to be taken. For other agencies with skilled staff and adequate
resources, a wider range of data and automated data collection techniques can be sustained
without difficulty. Yet other agencies may have scarce resources but must support a large or
heavily utilized network.

Moreover, as an agency succeeds in implementing road monitoring and data processing
procedures, as the application models change, as their resources expand or improve, and as data
acquisition and processing technology improves, there will inevitably come the time when
upgrading of the data items and acquisition methods has to be considered. When this is
necessary, rational links between old and new forms of data are essential to preserve an important
link to historical data, so that data trends can still be quantified.

2.2 CRITERIA FOR SELECTING DATA ITEMS

Bearing these various considerations in mind, we identify four criteria that can guide the selection
of the data items that should constitute the Road Data Bank, the quality of those data, and their
reliability, as follows.
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2.2.1 Relevance

Every data item collected and stored should be relevant to a decision or assessment which is made
regularly from the database. Relevance may be defined in terms of bearing a discernible,
material influence on the outcome or result of the applications for which the item is commonly
used.

Data items which are desirable, interesting or potentially useful in some circumstances should be
assigned a distinctly lower priority than those that are essential and relevant. Care should be
taken that inclusion of the lower priority items does not significantly reduce the overall speed of
data collection and processing, nor impair the storage and retrieval of essential data.

Consideration should be given to defining a separate budget line for non-essential data, and to
storing the data off-line if they are voluminous (either in a separate database, on portable files
(diskettes), or on hard copy). This applies particularly to intermediate and raw data, such as road
profile data, when the measure(s) of interest, such as an unevenness index, is maintained in the
primary database.

Relevance also means the adoption of a rational dimension. Where national or international
standards exist, the dimension and units of the item should be in accord with the designated
standard. (Specific examples are cited later in this chapter). The measure should relate clearly
and objectively either to the mechanism involved or to the type, extent and costs of the remedial
options to be considered through the applications model.

2.2.2 Reliability

Reliability is important to ensure consistency of the database over time and between locations.
For any particular data item or set of items, the reliability of the data should be at lI
commensurate with the reliability desired for the decision or assessment outcome, and appropriate
to the analytical model used to process the data. The high precision, intensive sampling and full
coverage of data which can be achieved from automated survey equipment probably represents
over-investment if the supporting decision-analysis is very approximate or generalized, or if the
ultimate outcome is a broad network plan. A balance between the reliability of data and
reliability of outcome should be sought.

The reliability of data is determined from its accuracy, its spatial coverage, its completeness, and
its currentness:

(i) The accuracy of data is defined by a combination of precision (the error associated
with repeated measurements made at separate times or places), or by separate
operators and/or instruments) and bias (the degree to which the mean measurement
approaches a standardized or referenced value)'. All data items should be
measured in accordance with a designated national or international standard where
available, or else in accordance with agency-specific standard guidelines - this
ensures consistency between measures made at different times and places.
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(ii) The influence of the spatial coverage on data reliability depends on the scale of
analysis. For sectoral-level and network-level planning, small sample sizes of low
intensity sampling are adequate to furnish acceptable reliability. For engineering
design at project level, intensive sampling with full coverage limited to the project
area are required. Statistical guidance on these is given in Chapter 3.

(iii) Completeness of data is important because missing items degrade the reliability of
the outcome. If an item is important enough to be considered essential, it should
not remain missing nor be substituted by an estimate.

(iv) Currentness. Data which change rapidly from year-to-year, or which are very
sensitive parameters in a decision-application, need to be kept up-to-date more than
data which do not change so rapidly nor are highly sensitive parameters. The
frequency with which a data item needs to be updated is thus part of the data
selection process.

2.2.3 Affordability

It is vital that the size and quality of the total data list, and the associated processes of data
acquisition, be affordable in view of the financial and staff resources required to maintain and
keep the data current. The scope and quality of data are choices that are to be weighed against
the resources required to sustain and maintain them in the long-term, and against the value of the
decision outcomes.

2.2.4 Appropriateness

The ultimate criterion for all aspects must be that the information system is appropriate to the
current and immediately foreseeable needs na resources of the agency. The data items should
adequately describe all outcomes which are of interest. The technology and resources involved
in acquiring, processing and managing the data should be appropriate to the agency's capacity
for maintaining the equipment, conducting surveys, and sustaining the data processing.
Upgrading to higher levels of quality, size or automation can be deferred until these become
appropriate.

2.3 PERSPECTIVES ON INFORMATION NEEDS

In order to form an understanding of the issues involved in establishing an information system
for the highway sector, we first consider the various uses and levels of information that need to
be integrated.
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2.3.1 Life Cycle Management

Highway life-cycle management, as for other types of infrastructure, involves widely differing
time and spatial scales in the phases of strategic planning, engineering design and construction,
and facilities management, and these influence the nature of the data needs and structure of a
database>'.

Facilities management covers the daily and monthly management of operations for traffic
control, safety, routine maintenance, and administration. In an information base, the spatial
dimension will focus on both facilities and a route location (or "corridor" dimension), and the
time dimension will be either real-time (for traffic control) or short-term. Apart from inventory
data, few items will be stored besides summary review items, for example: The type of incident
or operation, the resources used, and the response time.

Engineering design and construction deal with highway plans and profile information spatially,
have a finite phased time-span, require access to inventory information, but will typically require
extensive project-specific data gathering on site conditions, materials, etc.

Planning operates at two levels, strategic and tactical. Strategic planning operates with transport
corridors and the spatial location and pattern of the road network, to identify expansion of the
road network through the addition of new facilities (links) or enhancement of existing facilities.
The tactical level, works programming, identifies and schedules specific actions for specific
sections of the existing network in compliance with budgetary constraints. lt therefore needs
considerably more detailed data than strategic planning.

Dueker3 advises that integration of these management phases requires a shared spatial database,
and that "the combination of planning, management and operations requirements dictate that
geographic information systems operating on spatial databases should function in real time."

2.3.2 Functional Levels

We can identify five primary functional levels: sectoral, network (planning and programming),
project (engineering design and construction), operations (facility management) and research and
development. These have characteristically different spatial and time dimensions of information
needs, but can be linked by a shared spatial database. These functional groupings help to clarify
the different levels at which given information is used at varying degrees of aggregation and
timing.

Sectoral Level

At the sectoral or system level, the highway system is viewed as a whole with almost no spatial
dimension, barring perhaps some regional geographic divisions. This is the most visible level,
being that viewed by government and the public in terms of budgets and statistics on extent and
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level of service. This represents the highest dimension of aggregation of data from the road
system, embracing the road infrastructure, the users, finance, administration, the relation to other
transport modes within the transport sector, and the relation to other sectors, particularly
construction industry, energy, environment, and the productive sectors.

Most of the data at this level will be derived from other data through processes of aggregation
or screening, and many will come from primary data in databases other than a road databank.
Major categories of information are Financial, Inventory and Utilization/Performance. A list of
typical sectoral level data which could serve as a model for national statistics of the highway
sector is shown in Table 2.1. Financial data include receipts, user tax revenues and expenditures
of various types. Inventory data include total road lengths by various classifications,
employment, and other institutional items. Utilization and performance data include totals of
vehicle-distance-travelled, fuel consumption and road condition for various classes of road.

Some sectoral level applications and analyses may use more detailed data than this. Two
examples are included in Appendix A. To determine road user charges, Table A. 1, total
revenues will be matched against expenditures if full cost recovery is the objective, and the data
on fleet and fuel consumption would be used for a simple allocation of costs. For a more
efficient design of user charges, network data will be needed to establish the attribution of road
damage costs to the various classes of user, a means for assessing and attributing congestion costs
and a means for evaluating the impacts of alternative tax instruments, e.g., fuel, fees, taxes, etc.
Second, addressing institutional reform requires information on human resources, facilities, and
administrative details aggregated from more detailed administrative data, as shown in Table A.2.

Network Level: Planning, Programming and Budgeting

The planning, programming and budgeting of public works and expenditures for road
development and maintenance require information on the road system as a network of links with
jurisdictional, functional, traffic demand, and physical characteristics, and on the related physical
resources and costs. This network-level information is used for the processes of forecasting,
allocating, scheduling, spending and controlling the use of public funds on road works.

Within these network-level activities, it is possible to identify both strategic and tactical aspects
that have slightly different data requirements. Strategic planning operates over a medium-
term of 3 to 5 years, identifying sector development goals and objectives, evaluating the
economic viability and affordability of alternative policies and standards, determining the phasing
of capital investments, and assessing the sustainability of the planned expenditures and revenues.
For large networks, this is usually based on either statistical sampling of the network or on the
projection of trends, while for small networks the analysis may be based on the aggregation of
link-specific data. The categorization of works and expenditures tends to be broad for the
purpose of budget allocation and projection.
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Table 2.1: Sectoral Level Information: Annual Statistics of Highwav Sector
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INVENTORY
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Regional transport planning, where it involves the transport demand for highway space
throughout a region or corridor, is also a strategic network-level activity operating over medium-
and long-term periods from 5 to 40 years. This requires data on the geographical location,
functional classification and geometric characteristics of roads within the region or corridor and,
in addition, demographic and transport demand data for use in the analysis of route assignment
and the options for increasing the capacity of the system.

The tactical network-level dimension is work programming which translates the medium-term
plans into specific one- or two-year programs of discrete identified projects and cost estimates.
For road works, such as betterment, rehabilitation and periodic maintenance activities, this
requires projection of the future physical and operational conditions of the network; identification
of the work needs and their associated costs and benefits for specific links and road sections; and
the scheduling of these works to satisfy budget constraints and prevailing standards, and to
maximize economic benefits. The first-year program contains specific designs and cost estimates
and is the basis for the budget which is agreed in detail. The second (and, possibly, third) year
program(s) also include future major works that are in the investigation and design phases and
any work which may be covered by multi-year contracts. This applies particularly to nearly all
new road construction projects, and to structural projects such as bridges and tunnels.

Some highway agencies combine the strategic and tactical dimensions by developing a rolling 3-
to 5-year program which is fairly explicit on major projects and is updated annually as a basis
for budgeting and implementation. This approach is particularly feasible for small road
networks, whether in a county or a small country. For this reason, both strategic and tactical
dimensions are classified here as operating at a network-level, although it can be noted that the
information for strategic planning has several similarities to sectoral or system-level information.

Project-Level: Technical and Functional Design

The design and construction phases of road works operate with information at a project-level.
Data for a specific road link or section, structure or facility, or for a group of these that may be
combined as a project-package, are used in the functional and technical design and evaluation of
the works. "Project-level" embraces all types of works undertaken in this phase - the design of
new construction, betterment, rehabilitation and periodic maintenance works - and so the data
detail and list of data items also vary accordingly.

The primary aim in this phase is the selection of treatment and identification of the exact location
and extent of its application. For standard periodic maintenance treatments, such as painting of
structures or surface dressing of pavements, there will be little or no design analysis and the data
need be only as detailed as is required to adopt and modify a set of standard criteria and
specifications. For more major works, the data needs of the treatment selection, location and
design activities will be explicit to the specific design process adopted, and will probably be
dependent also on the class of facility and the reliability (or risk) level adopted for the design.
Sampling intervals are typically in the order of 3 - 100 m but will be method-specific. Data
collection may be specially scheduled as part of the investigation and so may constitute a separate
phase from regular road monitoring.
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Technical design data therefore deal with spatial highway and structures plan and profile
information, they are required in a finite phased time-span, they require access to inventory
information, and they will typically require extensive project-specific data gathering on site
conditions, materials, structural assessment, etc.

A special case of project-level information are the data required for research or diagnostic
investigation. Typically these data are more detailed than design data, and are usually collected
with a higher degree of precision and more intensive sampling.

Operational Level - Construction, maintenance, traffic and safety

Facilities and operations management operate in either real-time or very short-term time scales,
operating and maintaining traffic control devices, maintaining roads and structures in functional
operation through routine and emergency maintenance operations, responding to and resolving
incidents such as accidents, hazardous material incidents, road blockages, etc., and (in some
cases) collecting fees. -- Data items may include inventory of personnel, materials, equipment
and control devices; performance or productivity indicators; disbursement and physical progress
profiles; and so on.

The lists of data items will generally be specific to the particular facility or operation being
managed. Examples include: maintenance management (the routine maintenance of all road
surfaces, structures, roadside furniture, markings, drainage, verges, shoulders, rest areas, and
facilities); traffic operations management (signal or device control and maintenance, sign posting,
accidents and incidents); project monitoring (physical progress, disbursements, variation orders,
quality assurance); equipment management; construction management; etc.

Research and Development

The data needs for research are still more detailed and precise than for project-level or
operations. The data are usually study-specific and may reside only on an independent data base.
However, they will frequently establish coefficient or parameter values that are used in the main
system, such as calibration factors, and they will be used directly in sophisticated project
analysis.

2.4 CLASSIFICATION OF DATA DETAIL

These functional categories, when combined with a technical grouping of information, provides
a rigorous basis for classifying information needs. It is considered preferable to an applications
basis, such as pavement management, bridge management, traffic management, etc. because the
function more clearly delineates the amount of detail required over all elements of the system.
The element-specific detail is then best defined for groups of similar information, since these
have features in common for more than one application and form a natural basis for collection
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and for storage in a database. The primary information groups are listed in Table 2.2. Within
each aspect, the specific data needs relevant to a functional application can be identified.

The amount of detail required for these various applications can be seen to increase progressively
from the overall summary statistics, through planning, programming, design to research. We
also notice that the collection of the data would require increasingly intensive implementation or
more sophisticated methods to gather the greater amount of detail for each piece of information.
This parallelism leads us to define four infonmation quality levels which represent the ranges
of both the information requirements and also the methodologies for collecting the necessary data.
The four levels are defined in Table 2.3.

Level I is the greatest level of detail and is typically benchmark-type information which would
be collected only on a project-level basis, and will usually require automated methods of data
acquisition. Level II is the greatest amount of detail that would be gathered at a network-level
except in highly sophisticated systems. Level III detail can be collected with semiautomated
methods, and Level IV is the minimum detail needed for generating the most basic statistics of
the network.

This general classification by the amount of detail in terms of number of parameters is
complicated somewhat by the question of reliability. It is possible, for example, to compensate
some lack of detail by increasing the reliability of the information through raising the accuracy
of measurement and/or intensifying the sampling rate of measurement. This can lead therefore
to subdivision of these classes.

Consistency between the levels provides the opportunity and flexibility for upgrading. Upgrading
of the information quality can be achieved by (a) improving the reliability of measurement, or
(b) improving the method of measurement to a higher level and greater amount of detail. Thus,
a set of parameters at one level should be effectively an expanded set of the parameter at the next
lower level. The alternative view is that the lower level parameter is the definitive summary
statistic of the more detailed information. When arithmetic relations are established between
successive levels, then the lower levels become, in effect, the higher-order statistics. Moreover,
the statistics are defined with greater accuracy because they have been quantified more rigorously
than is possible from direct, usually subjective, estimations.

2.5 IDENTIFYNG DATA NEEDS

The data needs for each of the information groups presented in Table 2.2 are now identified for
the four levels of information quality indicated in Table 2.3.
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Table 2.2: Information Groups

Element Aspects

Road Inventory Network/Location
Geometry Fumiture/
Appurtenances
Environs

Pavement Pavement Structure
Pavement Condition

Structures Structures Inventory
Bridge Condition

Traffic Volume
Loadings
Accidents

Finance Unit costs
Budget
Revenue

Activity Projects
Interventions
Commitments

Resources Institutional
Materials
Equipment
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Table 2.3: Classification of Information Quality and Detail

Level Amount of Detail

I Most comprehensive level of detail, such as would be used as a reference
benchmark for other measurement methods and in fundamental research. Would
also be used in detailed field investigations for an in-depth diagnosis of problems,
and for high-class project design (using e.g., mechanistic or theoretical methods).
Normally used at project-level in special cases, and unlikely to be used for network
monitoring. Requires high level of staff skills and institutional resources to
support and utilize collection methods.

ZI A level of detail sufficient for comprehensive programming models and for
standard design methods. For planning, would be used only on sample coverage.
Sufficient to distinguish the performance and economic returns of different
technical options with practical differences in dimensions or materials. Standard
acquisition methods for project-level data collection. Would usually require
automated acquisition methods for network surveys and use for network-level
programming. Requires reliable institutional support and resources.

III Sufficient detail for planning models and standard programming models for full
network coverage. For project design, would suit elementary methods such as
catalog-type with meager data needs, and low-volume road/bridge design methods.
Able to be collected in network surveys by semiautomated methods or combined
automated and manual methods.

IV The basic summary statistics of inventory, performance and utilization, of interest
to providers and users. Suitable for the simplest planning and programming
models, but for projects is suitable only for standardized designs of very low-
volume roads. The simplest, most basic collection methods, either entirely
manual or partly semiautomated, provide direct but approximate measures, and suit
small or resource-poor agencies. Alternatively, the statistics may be computed
from more detailed data.
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2.5.1 Road Inventory

The road inventory is a core file in a road database which identifies the physical components of
the road system and describes the functional and physical characteristics. It is an asset list of
nominally "permanent" features, most of which remain essentially unchanging over a period of
several years but which are kept current by regular updating to include additions and changes to
the system. The features are items whose location is identified by either a point, line or area,
and grouped as follows:

(i) Network Location and Function: the identification of every road link and mode
(delimiting points of a link) of the network by a unique, standardized coding and
naming system, and the geographical location and spatial relationship of all points
in the network; and assignment of the functional and administrative classifications
to each component, and of the route encodings which signify the connectivity of
usage of separate links in traffic operations.

(ii) Carriageway Geometry: The horizontal and vertical alignments of the roadway,
and the transverse and longitudal sectional dimensions of the carriageway and
formation. This information is required in the planning and evaluation of
betterment works to improve the capacity and safety of existing road links.

(iii) Pavement Structures: The primary characteristics of the travelled surface that
influence the quality of ride, traction and load-bearing capacity provided to road-
users. The essential features include classifications of the pavement category
(paved, unpaved, unimproved) which is a primary indicator of the developed
standard of a road system, and the pavement surface (5 types) which defines the
primary surfacing material categories which influence the engineering, industrial
and financial aspects of managing the network. In this typology, the structural and
transient condition characteristics of the pavement are placed under separate
pavement information groups.

(iv) Structures: Bridges, tunnels and other major structures are 'point" items in the
inventory that are listed as a separate group.

(v) Appurtenances (or Furniture): All minor features added to the roadway to
facilitate safe and efficient usage, and to protect the assets such as signs, barriers,
lighting, drainage, utilities, etc.

(vi) Environs: All features of the functional, topographic and climatic environment
of the roadway and road reserve, including traffic management, access, land use,
geography, and climate.
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The road inventory can range enormously in size and detail from one basic list of road links and
nodes acting as the primary location referencing system (Level IV) up to a series of subsidiary
databases which list individual features sufficiently to support separate management systems (e.g.,
signals management, facilities management, etc.) (Level I). The four levels of information
quality for road inventory can be characterized as shown in Table 2.4 and as follows:

Level IV. The list of road link, node and route names is complete (for the entire network
covered by the database), but the geographical location of nodes is limited to place names,
and the functional and administrative classifications may be less detailed than at higher
levels. Geometric characteristics are limited to average or representative values for the
whole link, only the length is measured directly, and the grade, curvature and width are
defined qualitative categories that are easily estimable by a moving observer survey.
Pavements and bridges are identified by category, surface, and strength class. For
appurtenances, only the qualitative presence of (a) subsurface drainage structures (culverts)
and (b) any other furniture items, is recorded without detail. (The implicit assumption
at Level IV is that all routine maintenance items are the responsibility of local
maintenance units and are not recorded in the central road inventory). The environs data
is limited to a single item, a category of regional climate.

Level m. The geo-coordinates of nodes may be added to the link-node locational data
so permitting basic (link-level) 2-dimensional mapping of the network (10-1000 km
resolution). Functional data fully detailed. Geometric features include more width details
and have average values for a sublink, which are quantitative values that are estimable by
either sample measurements or trained observers. For pavement and bridge structures,
items are quantitative summary measures of structural capacity and composition, and
values are estimable by sample measurements or derivable from original technical
specifications. The number and type of drainage structures and the presence of other
items is recorded for apprentenances. Environs data include predefined categories of land-
use, terrain, and the speed/sight-aspects of road-use.

Level II. Locational data permit road-section-level (0.1-10 km resolution) plan-mapping
and elevation profiles. Geometric data are measured values of vertical gradient and
horizontal curvature width section-level resolution, and either estimated or qualitive
measures of many cross-sectional features including the shape of the pavement surface
profile, the shoulders and median, and the formation. Pavement and bridge structural data
are in separate files. Appurtenance data include quantities and types of all items, and may
include length offset within the road section. Environs data include detailed regional
climate attributes, and more detailed classifications of terrain, land-use and road-use.

Level 1. Locational data permit construction-quality mapping and drawing of longitudal
profiles (1-100 m resolution). Geometric data are the sort of items used in engineering
design with quantitative measured (or designed) values for geometrically-distinct segments
(tangent, transition, or curve), and measured values for transverse profile characteristics
(0.01 - 1.0 m resolution). Pavement and structures data are detailed separately.
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Table 2.4 Data Items for Road Inventory
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Appurtenances data focus on individual objects, and include longitudinal and transverse locational
offsets, with detailed description of individual characteristics. Environs data include section-
specific details of climate, land-use terrain and road-use.

The size of the road inventory can therefore range enormously from about 16 items per link for
Level IV to 2,000 or more items per km for Level I, which is a factor of about 10,000. Level
III requires about 100 item-values per link, and Level II about 1,000 item-values per link.

2.5.2 Pavement Structure

The pavement structural information is required for the forecasting of major road
maintenance expenditures and for the programming and design of road settlement, rehabilitation
and strengthening projects. The type of pavement surface indicates the type of condition
characteristics that are relevant and the range of maintenance options that are technically viable.
The pavement composition indicates the mechanisms likely to influence the rate of deterioration,
the efficacy of maintenance, and the performance under traffic. The pavement strength is an
indicator of the behavior of the pavement under vehicular loading.

The information quality levels for pavement strength, shown in Tables 2.5 and 2.5A,
relate closely to the level of the functional application, namely Level IV for system-or sectoral
level, Levels IV or III for network-level planning, Levels m or II for network-level
programming, Levels II or I for project design and Level I for special diagnostic analysis and
research, as follows:

Level IV. A single qualitative class of pavement strength, defined in relation to the
remaining structural life. This is the probable life before a thick overlay or reconstruction
needed for strengthening and surface improvement on at least half of the link. The life
depends on the rate of traffic loading, the strength and type of pavement, and the current
condition of the pavement relative to a terminal condition for roads of the relevant class.
A single classification of weak/medium/strong (corresponding to remaining structural lives
of (less than 5 years, 5 to 15 years, or more than 15 years, respectively), is recommended
in the table - it may either be estimated subjectively from a projection of age and
condition, or be computed from higher level data, using methods described in Chapter 3.

Level III. A quantitative strength index for the whole pavement defined in relation to a
standard objective scale, and based on either physical measurements of the pavement
reaction to applied loading or derivation from the general layer configuration and
pavement depth. The index should represent the combined reaction of all layers in the
pavement to heavy vehicle loadings under insitu conditions in the prevalent environment.
The preferred index for flexible pavements is the Modified Structural Number, and an
alternative is a standard surface deflection when presented together with pavement
configuration data which permit adequate interpretation of the deflection. Details of
indices for all permanent types, and methods for measuring or deriving them are given
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Table 2.5: Data Iters For Pavement Structure
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Table 2.5A: Recommended Options For Pavement Structure Data

DATA ITEM Option List of Recommended Options

Pavement Category 01 Paved, unpaved, unimproved

Pavement Surface 01 Bituminous, Concrete, Elemental; All-weather
unpaved; Seasonal unpaved

Pavement Type 01 Flexible, Semirigid, Jointed, Unjointed,
Composite, Gravel, Earth

02 AM on GB; AM on SB; ST on GB; ST on SB; AM
overlay of AM; AM overlay of JCP; Jointed
plain concrete (JPCP); jointed reinforced
concrete (JRCP); continuously reinforced
concrete (CRCP); JCP overlay of concrete
(JCOC): Sett on flexible; Sett on semirigid
or rigid; gravel (GR); stablized soil (SE);
unstabilized soil (NE)

Drainage Principle 01 Surface-drained, Subsurface-drained, Both,
Neither

02 Boxed-surface, Boxed-pavement, Free-
draining, Surface-draining, Inundated
occasionally

Surfacing Material 01 "Asphalt mixtures (AM), 12 Surface Dressing
(ST), 21 Jointed concrete (JCP), Unjointed
concrete (CCP); Sett; block; gravel; earth

02 e.g., For AM: asphaltic concrete, gapgraded
asphalt (hot-rolled asphalt), sandsheet,
friction course, etc.; For ST: chip seal,
slurry seal, sprinkle treatment, etc.; For
concrete; high strength, low strength;

Pavement Depth 01 Shallow thin surface; shallow thick surface;
medium thin surface; medium thick surface;
deep thin surface; deep thick surface
(Shallow <lOOmm; medium 100-400 mm; deep>
400 mm; thin < 40 mm; thick > 40mm).

Pavement Strength 01 Weak, medium, strong (corresponding to
remaining structural lives* (before thick
overlay) of: <5 years, 5-15 years, and >15
years, respectively)

Notes: AM = asphaltic mixture; GB - granular base; SB - stabilized base;
ST = surface treatment; others as noted in Table.
*See Chapter 3 for methods of computing remaining structural life.
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in Chapter 3. Typically measured as representative of a sublink, with a low reliability level
adequate for network-level programming, or for project design of low-volume roads.

Level II. Basic data indicating the layered composition of the pavement (particularly the
thickness, material type and a parameter of material behavior under load) for each layer.
The material behavior parameter is typically insitu CBR for unbound materials, and
strength or stiffness coefficients for all material when used in the context of an equivalent
thickness strength index, or a resilient modules value when used in the context of a
mechanistic pavement design in analysis method. Details for measuring and computational
methods are given in Chapter 3. Typically measured as representative of a structurally
homogeneous pavement section with a medium or high reliability level appropriate to
project-level design.

Level I. Detailed data on thickness and material properties of each pavement layer,
sufficient for mechanistic structural analysis and/or the diagnosis of material behavior.
The specific properties to be measured will usually be custom-selected in relation to aim
of the analysis. Typically, the resilient characteristics of the materials are measured by
non-destructive test (NDT) methods, and behavioral functions for each material are either
measured in the laboratory or estimated from predefined algorithms. Typically measured
to represent a subsection or section with high reliability, for special project design,
problem-diagnosis or research.

An illustration of how defined options can be used to standardize categories is shown in Table
2.5A. They include a general level (01) which can be used in general statistics, and a more
detailed level (01).

2.5.3 Pavement Condition

Information on pavement condition is collected regularly to monitor road deteriomtion for
use in programming pavement maintenance and rehabilitation. In the most general terms, a
subjective ranking of condition such as good/fair/poor is readily understood and, indeed, has been
widely used in either a quantitative score form or a qualitative form. It is difficult to define
appropriately however, because the various types of distress assume differing levels of importance
under various circumstances and dictate different remedial actions.

Also, the standard of condition which is technically and economically acceptable depends on the
class of road and volume of traffic. Thus a condition which ranks as 'fair' for one road class
and traffic, may rank as "poor" for a higher road class or volume of traffic, or as "good" for a
lower road class or volume of traffic. Thus, a distinction is made between relative measures
of condition and absolute measures of condition.

It is recommended that the primary observation of pavement condition in the field should always
be by an absolute referenced measure, independent of road class and traffic, whether the
measure is quantitative or qualitative. Most absolute measures quantify defects of the pavement
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surface with the value increasing as the amount and severity of distress increase and a perfect
condition represented by a nil or minimum value.

Any relative measure of condition should be computed from the primary data only by analysis,
done either at the data processing stage (e.g., as for the "Pavement Condition Index" (PCI) or
as part of the system analysis, where the assumed standards and weightings should be stated
explicitly and objectively. The reasons for this recommendation are that (a) the imposed
standards and weightings are an economic and technical choice which should be open to review;
(b) the assumed standards and weightings may not apply in new applications which differ from
the original in a significant aspect; and (c) the human factor, even with trained observers,
introduces considerable variance in the joint weightings of different types, extents and severities
of distress. Several transformations of absolute measures into relative measures are discussed in
Chapter 3. Most relative measures quantify the quality of the pavement surface, with values
increasing as the amount of distress decreases and the highest value representing perfect
condition. Pavement condition is conveniently identified by three major aspects.

Evenness and skid resistance are aspects which directly affect the interaction between vehicles
and the pavement surface. Surface distress includes all other types of defects affecting the
integrity of the surface and the structural performance of the pavement.

(i) Evenness includes characteristics of both the longitudinal and transverse profiles
of the pavement surface. Usually this has been quantified by the longitudinal
profile in the wheeltracks, but conceptually and ideally ought to include relevant
elements of the transverse profile as well. A wide variety of terms, with often
subtly differing meanings, are currently used inthe world, including roughness,
smoothness, evenness, unevenness, serviceability rating, ride condition index, and
various device-specific scales. Definitions for the more common terms may be
found in the Glossary, and a detailed discussion and comparison in (1). In this
guide, the term used is "roughness", and the standard measure adopted is the
International Roughness Index (IRI) because this is the common standard to which
most users in the world are able to relate their specific measures.

Roughness affects vehicle operating costs and riding comfort, and at high levels
also affects vehicle speeds (e.g., see (1)). It is the parameter used in computing
vehicle operating costs to quantify the economic benefits deriving from improving
*road conditions, and is invariably a key parameter used as a criterion for
rehabilitation and reconstruction.

Knowledge of the composition of the roughness spectrum is valuable in diagnosing
the causes of pavement distress and appropriate remedial action, and in quantifying
the impacts on user costs and comfort. Megatexture and short wavelength
roughness derive primarily from superficial pavement defects (near the surface),
and tend to influence fuel consumption and tire wear predominantly. Medium
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wavelengths (1 to 20 m wavelengths) derive primarily from deformation and
deterioration in the pavement structure, and tend to influence riding comfort and
other vehicle operating costs. Long wavelengths (20 to 100 m) derive primarily
from movements in the foundation or formation under the pavement, and tend to
affect riding quality only when the amplitudes are very large.

(ii) Skid Resistance is a summary measure of the pavement surface characteristics
which contribute to skidding accidents. Macrotexture, microtexture, tire tread
pattern and waterfilm thickness all influence the skid resistance. The value of the
skid resistance varies with the type of test and test speed - a locked wheel test
responding primarily to the macrotexture and a sideways-force rolling wheel
responding primarily to the microtexture. At high information quality levels, both
texture and skid resistance properties are needed, but at the lowest information
quality (Level IV) a qualitative indication of simply whether or not a skidding
problem is apparent or likely is sufficient, and may even be omitted. Physical
measurement with major coverage is required only for Information Quality Levels
I and II.

(iii) Surface Distress includes cracking, disintegration, deformation, texture, pavement edge,
and maintenance works. At the lowest information quality level, a summary score (e.g.,
O to 5, or 0 to 100) is commonly used but tends to have low precision, and does not
permit an appropriate match of remedial measure to be selected without further
information on the types and causes of distress. At quality Level m, the distinction of
the six or seven main types of defect, each summarized by a separate score, greatly
enhances the accuracy of measurement and the utility of the information in the selection
of remedial treatment. Quality Levels I and II give detail on the attributes of each distress
type.

The four information quality levels shown in Table 2.6, give increasingly precise measures and
more attributes of roughness and skid resistance, and successively more detail of individual types
of surface distress and their attributes, as follows below. Levels m and IV can be gathered by
mobile observer methods, while Levels I and II require pedestrian, semiautomated or fully-
automated survey methods.

Level TV. Separate summary scores of roughness and surface distress are the minimum
requirements. Preferably, standardized open-ended or ordinal scales should be used,
where benchmark values are defined in physical terms (see Chapter 3 for methods), but
the methods are usually visual rating rather than physical measurements. Roughness and
surface distress values are used in distinctly different ways in the analysis of maintenance
needs - roughness indicating the needs for rehabilitation or reconstruction and the
economic benefits to be gained therefrom, and surface distress indicating the loss in
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Table 2.6: Data Items For Pavement Condition

INFORMATION QUALITY LEVEL

DATA ITEM AND ATTRIBUTES I II III IV

ROUGHNESSIUNEVENNESS
Profile elevation records S _ _
Separate waveband indices 0 (0) _
Referenced roughness index (IRI) *p *p Ce)
Estimate of roughness - _ _
Rating of riding quality (0) (0) (0) (0)

SURFACE DISTRESS _ (0) (0) S
Cracking

- type * * (5) -
- extent oP - _
- severity OP
- intensity 0 - - -
- location - - -

Disintegration * -

Ravelling - extent -

- severity -

Potholing - score - -_
- number * _ _
- size * _ _ _

Bleeding - score -_
- extent - - -

Conta-inations -_ _

Deformation - (-) -

Rut depth - (both tracks) oP * (0)
- mean (each track) 0
- length exceptional (-)
- longitudal profile 0

Transverse profile
Crosafall 0 0
Corrigations 0 0
Bumps and depressions *
Heave/Buckling
Faulting
Punchout

Pavement Edge
Defect score - *-
Edgebreak - length * *

- severity 0 -
Shoulder drop/length 0 * - _
Shoulder surface * - _

Surface Maintenance
Overall amount (score) - (0) * (e)
Patching - area - -

- number * - -
- quality * *
- (location) (0) _ _ _

Cracks sealed - -

TEXTURE AND SXID RESiSTANCE
Texture or slipperiness rating - - * (0)
Skid resistance - *P - -

Macrotexture depth OP 0
Macrotexture variations - - -

Microtexture 0 - -

Friction (0) (0) _ _

Notes: * Measured value; (e) Optional for inclusion; P - method having
high or medium precision of measurement.
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structural strength and the needs for repair of defects or resurfacing to maintain structural
integrity. Skid resistance may be recorded separately (e.g., as the presence or not of a
skid resistance problem), but is not required if it is already included in the surface
distress. In statistical summaries of pavement condition, a single "global" index of
condition is also useful -- this should be a quality index combining roughness and surface
distress and taking into account economic, technical and functional standards (and thereby
traffic, pavement strength, and road class (see Chapter 3 for options and methods).

Level Ell. Roughness should be measured using a method calibrated to an independent
profile-based reference (IRI is recommended)(Class III) with at least medium coverage.
For surface distress, separate ratings or scores should be made for cracking,
disintegration, deformation, texture, pavement edge defects, and pavement maintenance
(patching and crack sealing). Edge defects and texture could be combined with
disintegration to reduce the total number of parameters to five. This value for each
parameter should combine the amount and severity of that type of distress in a single
value.

LIevel H. Roughness is measured with a moderately precise method (e.g., Class II) with
full coverage; some methods will provide separate indices of two or three surface
wavebands (e.g., the French APL profilometer) which enhance the analysis and
discrimination of maintenance needs. For surface distress, individual types of distress are
identified (12 - 16 types depending on the pavement type and method) by at least the
amount (extent or density, as a percentage of the pavement area) and in some or all cases
by severity level (totalling 15 to 25 items). Separate mechanized measurement of skid
resistance should be made, and supplemented by an estimate or measurement of
macrotexture depth.

Level I. Roughness data comprise full longitudinal elevation profiles which can be
analyzed in detail. Measurements are made by either Class I or Class II profilometric
methods. Extent, severity and location attributes are recorded for all surface distress types
(totalling 30 to 40 items). Continuous skid resistance measurements are complemented
by precise point measurements or detailed texture measurements. This level is achievable
by pedestrian methods over only short section lengths, or through semi-automated or
advanced automated image-processing methods.

2.5.4 Strictuires Inventory

The information required about road bridges and tunnels is shown in Table 2.7. The first
6 items of information deal with the functional aspects of the facility, i.e. identification and
location, the feature or obstacle crossed by the bridge, and the use of the bridge and of the
feature over or under which it crosses. The final 8 items of information deal with the physical
dimensions and characteristics, and historical records of the construction, with separate sublinks
of structural details for bridges and tunnels.
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Table 2.7: Structure Inventory

Information Quality Level

Data Item Attribute I II III IV

Structure Type 0 0 0 0

Identification 0 0 
Name S 4 0

Location Start point * * 0 0

End point 0 40 S 

Road Name 0 0 0 
Route number *
Road classification 0 0

Maintenance authority

Reference Map id. 6 * *

Map reference 0 * _

Site plan D G -

Photographs * G C -

Obstacle crossed Over-under 0 0 

Type * * 

Name 0 0 0
Clearance D 0 - _

Comment 0 0 0

User restrictions Clear height 0 

Clear width * 0 - _

Load D 0 0 0

Abnormal vehicles D * * _

Size Classification O0 0

Length 00 

Carriageway width * 

Bridge Superstructure Number of spans * 

Span(s) length D 0 0 -

Design type D 0 0 -

Material type D 0 0 -
Running Surtace D 0 0 -

Joints D 0 0 -

Bearings D 0 0 -

Barriers D 0 - -

Tunnel structure Cross-section D 0 O -
Design type 0 0 O
Material D 0 0 0

Running surface * O O

Ventilation type D 0 -

Ventilation capacity * - -

Services Carried Type(s) O O ° -

Road Signs D 0 C -

Construction Year of completion 0 * *

Year of rehabilitation * 0 * 0

Constructor * - - -

Designer *
Project reference * _

Drawings reference *- -

Cost 0 - _

Geometry General class 0 0 0 O

Longitudual D 0 -

Transverse D _ 

Skewness * -

Approaches Type * O O
Length D 0 -
width D -

Code: - Not requird. * teasuredIassigned value required.

0 Select predefined option tcategory) C. Graphics

C. TSet coent. D. Details, usually involving more attributes than are shun.
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Level IV. A minimum of 14 data items is considered necessary but considerable use is
made of general classifications, coded options and estimates, and low precision is required
for dimensions.

- Identification assigns a unique number and locates it in relation (at least) to the
road;

- Use restrictions are simple categories of height clearance and load capacity which
should be reliable ratings, though not necessarily precise measurements;

- Physical characteristics concentrate on the length and width (to a low precision,
e.g. lm), number of spars, and on standard categories for the superstructure
material, geometry and approximate age.

Level m. A minimum of 33 items is recommended (16 functional and 17 physical),
giving definitive measures of key features and identifying reference sources where more
detail may be obtained.

- Identification provides a complete but simple description of the road location and
type, and of the obstacle crossed, including map references and sketched site plan,
etc.

- Use restrictions on height and load are precisely measured or rated;

- Size dimensions are measured;

- Superstructure, substructure, geometry and furniture are rated in standard
categories sufficiently to identify the primary materials and structural mechanisms
involved, and include al items to be inspected regularly.

Level II. A minimum of 46 items are recommended, with 20 applying to functional
features, and 16 or more applying to structural features where there is scope for individual
variations of the details and attributes to be recorded. More details are measured values,
and the Options lists may also be more detailed than at Level m.

Level I. Detailed measurements of most features and detailed records of the projects are
kept, equivalent to the most detailed of structural and functional evaluations.

2.5.5 Structures Condition

The quality levels of condition assessment for bridges and tunnels are defined in Table 2.8, and
here parallel the scheduling of the inspection.



Table 2,8: Data Items For Bridge Condition

Information Quality Level

Structural Element I II III IV

Inspection Category Special Principal Routine Ad Hoc
Status Formal inspection Report only Exceptional

of each element major problems problems

Services 0 I I I

Signs -I I I
Approach road D S I I
Drainage 0 S I I

Bridge surface D S I I
Footpaths 0 S
Sidebarriers 0 S
Expansion joints D S I I
Crossing (waterway, etc) 0 S

Superstructure
- general D S I
- main members D S I
- deck underside D S I

Bearings D S I
Masonry arches D S
Bailey bridges D S
Abutments D S I I
Embankments D S I I
Riverbed D S I I
Piers D S I I

Culverts D S I

Note: 0 = Specified options and attributes; D Detailed attributes and measures;
I = Incidence of problem; S = Score rating of severity and extent of damage.
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Level TV. Inspections of the structure are essentially ad hoc and not scheduled regularly.
When a problem or defect is noted during the course of a visit or regular routine
maintenance, action is recommended and undertaken.

Level m. Routine inspections are scheduled at regular periods. Inspections are
undertaken by a maintenance crew with the aid of a checklist of all observable items on
the structure. The presence of a defect is noted for about 18 items, repairs are made to
minor items, and other items are reported to schedule major repairs. High severity levels
for more than 1 or 2 items would prompt a detailed inspection to be scheduled.

Level II. The detailed or principal inspection makes a thorough condition assessment of
all bridge or tunnel components and would usually be scheduled at 2- to 5-year intervals
depending on the age, importance, and strength of the structure. At least 20 items would
be assessed carefully for both the extent and severity of damage. These assessments
would form the basis for deciding the programming and selection of remedial measures.

Level I. Special investigations for structural evaluation, rehabilitation or research are
designed for specific purposes. These include controlled-load tests, simulated seismic
tests, corrosion-protection testing, etc.

2.5.6 Traffic Volumes and Loadings

Traffic volume data are important to a wide variety of uses of highway information. The main
indicator of utilization of the highway network is VDT (vehicle-distance travelled) which is
developed from the annual average daily traffic (AADT) multiplied by the applicable length of
every link or sublink. Traffic volumes combined with road width are used to estimate the level
of congestion and the needs for capital investment to expand the traffic capacity, but flows vary
with time of day and season so that detailed studies require data on variations of volume. Total
user costs vary directly with the volume of traffic which thus has a very strong influence on the
economic benefits associated with any investment.

The classification of traffic into vehicle classes is important to evaluations of traffic flow and
capacity, and as operating costs vary considerably across the classes of vehicles classification data
are also essential to economic evaluations of strategies and work priorities. Vehicle
classifications are also used in vehicle licensing, so the definition of classes must satisfy all three
applications.

Structural damage to pavements is very sensitive to axle loadings, the rate of damage rising with
approximately the fourth power of the axle load. For pavement structural assessment, the
spectrum of axle loadings present in traffic is usually converted to a number of equivalent
standard axle loadings (ESA), but the factor to be applied is so sensitive to the actual spectrum
of loadings that the practices vary considerably from simple (level IV) methods to rigorous (Level
I) methods. Structural damage to bridges is sensitive to the gross vehicle weight as well as the
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axle loadings and distribution, and standard codings for bridge design loading are commonly
used.

The four levels shown in Table 2.9 reflect the priority of volume and loading information, and
add successively more detail on the temporal and spatial distributions of traffic volume, the
vehicle classification and the spectrum of loadings. Greater reliability is achieved through
extending the coverage of links within the network, improving seasonal counting, and increasing
the frequency of counts to yield more accurate measures of growth, as follows.

Level IV. The lowest acceptable reliability of traffic volume counting requires good
coverage of the network, but surveys may be made at extended intervals of up to 5 years
provided they are supplemented by annual spot counts that can be used to estimate growth
and volumes for each intervening year. The minimum classification of vehicle classes is
the fraction of heavy vehicles in the traffic, with a low reliability based on sample spot
counts. A clear definition of heavy vehicles is required (3 tonne payload capacity, or 5
tonne gross laden weight are typical definitions). The loading may be estimated using one
or more average values of an ESA factor (ESA per heavy vehicle, which must include all
heavy vehicles both laden and unladen) based on sample surveys made for each class of
road at occasional intervals (e.g., 5-yearly).

Level EII. Medium reliability is required of traffic volume data, with full coverage of
all links at less than annual frequency plus an estimate of seasonal factor derived from
spot counts at sample locations within a region. Classification into at least three vehicle
classes is required, and five classes is typical (e.g., cars, utilities, light trucks, heavy
trucks and buses). Non-motorized vehicles will form important classes in some countries
where such vehicles exert a significant influence on traffic flow characteristics. An
estimate of traffic congestion, using five Levels of Service classes (A to E) is optional.
For loadings, average ESAF per vehicle class, road class and region should be determined
from sample axle load measurements on a selection of roads representing each road class
in each region, at 3- to 5-yearly intervals.

Level II. Medium to high reliability is required of traffic volume data, with annual
coverage of all links plus seasonal counts on selected representative links. The lane-
distribution of heavy vehicles is required to improve performance and design estimates.
Vehicle classification should have the maximum useful detail, typically in the order of 9
classes (numbers range from 7 to 16 classes, but practical considerations usually limit the
number to less than 10). Estimates of daily average travel speed, average minimum
speed, and the predominant and worst Levels of Service are useful data on links that may
be potential candidates for capacity evaluation. Loading data should comprise measured
ESAF, maximum axle loading, and the average and maximum gross loadings, for each
vehicle class on a fairly wide coverage of links.
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Table 2.9: Data Items For Trafric Volumes And Loadings

Information Quality Level

Data Group I II III IV

VOLUMES

Total volume AADT AADT AADS AADT-range
Seasonal ADT Seasonal ADT Seasonal factor _
Hourly
Short-term

Directional by Direction by Direction - _
characteristics by Lane Average heavy

vehicles by lane -

Composition by Vehicle class by Vehicle class by 2-3 categories Fraction
(heavy.bus,light) heavy vehicles

Travel Speed Hourly average Daily average
Average minimum -

Level of Service -predominant *(d) *(e)
- worst *(d) *(d) *te) *(e)

Reference - Location 0 * *
- Date 0 0 *

- Time 0

LOADINGS

Axle Loadings Axle load Average ESAF Link/region- Regional
spectrum (M) per vehicle class average ESAF average ESAF

(M) per vehicle per heavy vehicle
Max.axle load category (M,L) (e)

Gross Loadings Spectrum by Average and - -

vehicle class max. by class - -

Tire pressures Average and max.
by vehicle class.

Reference - Location * 
- Date * * * 0

Note: 0 - measured value; d = derived from other sources; e = estimate; - not required, M - medium reliability;
L - low reliability.
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Level I. Hourly and short-term traffic counts are made, in addition to regular AADT and
seasonal traffic counts, to provide data for analysis of capacity and congestion relief.
Lane distribution, direction and vehicle classification details, and spot or hourly
assessments of travel speeds are included to provide a complete picture of traffic flow.
Section-specific measurements of the full axle loading spectrum are made for a 100
percent sample of vehicles in a representative time-window to determine vehicle-class-
specific load characteristics (e.g., using weigh-in-motion (WIM) measurement techniques
combined with automatic vehicle classification).

2.5.7 Accidents

With accident data, inter-agency issues arise because the data are usually collected by police at
the scene. The raw data are event-specific, generally, and the highway agency has a choice on
what to transfer and maintain in the highways databases. Equally, the highway agency should
be influencing the data items that are collected, to ensure that aspects relevant to safety provision
and research are adequately covered.

In the information schema shown in Table 2.10, priority is given first to classifying the human
injuries (which is the primary informnation carried to the sectoral-level statistics), second to
property involvement and location (which affects network-level planning and programming), and
third to details of the circumstances and people involved (which affects project design and
research), as follows.

TABLE 2.10: ACCIDENT DATA

Data Group Information Ouality

I II III IV

Incident Time Time Date Unspecified, based
Type Type Type (0) on hospital or
Circumstances Circumstances police records,
Weather Weather when available.

Date or month

Injury Fatality type Fatality Fatality Fatality
Injury type Injury type Injury

Location Point-location Location Section Link or
Measured plan Plan area

Damage Property Property Vehicles (0) Occurrence
Vehicles Vehicles
Costs

Personal Toxin-levels Toxin-levels Number
details Details of Basic details Gender

all parties of main parties
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Level IV. The most basic data are police or hospital records that record the injuries from
road accidents and the approximate location, but lack details of the precise location or
circumstances.

Level m. The minimum systematic recording of data includes a classification of the type
of accident and injury, the precise location and date, and basic circumstances of the
number of vehicles and persons involved.

Level II. All primary details of the injuries sustained, the location, time and weather
circumstances of the accident, an assessment of the damage to property and vehicles, an
outline of the site plan, and basic personal details of the main parties involved including
incidence of toxic substance influences. Surveys at this level collect typically 35 to 50
items of data in the police report taken at the scene of the incident, and becoming widely
applied in indutrialized and developing countries alike. Most of the survey data may be
kept in separate files off-line, and only 10 to 20 items may be maintained in the highways
database.

Level I. Research-level data include more details of the Level II data, often derived from
post-incident site investigations, e.g., specific or detailed measurements of surface texture
and skid-resistance, visibility, and conflict patterns, and assessment of costs.

2.5.8 Unit Costs

The primary use of unit costs is to convert an assessment of physical and operational needs on
the network to estimates of costs for budget preparation or project cost estimation. In a number
of management and planning systems, prioritization and programming decisions are made on a
financial basis of costs, in addition to any technical considerations. When decisions and priorities
incorporate economic considerations, the assessment of economic benefits requires data on the
costs incurred and savings accruing to the road users. Thus, data on vehicle operating costs,
delay or time costs, accident costs and environmental (pollution, etc.) costs are needed.

In the information schema outlined in Table 2.11, the breakdown of construction, maintenance
and vehicle operating costs becomes more detailed as the information quality level rises, as
follows.

Level IV. Country-average costs for broad classes of road construction and maintenance
activities on a per-km basis, no knowledge of vehicle operating costs apart from perhaps
crude average costs of light and heavy vehicles, independent of road characteristics.

Level m. Construction costs classified by class and terrain of road, type and capacity
of pavement, and bridge type. Maintenance costs classified by the technical activities used
in the programming and budgetting of maintenance works. Vehicle operating costs
differentiated by each of the vehicle classes used in the traffic data, and by broad
categories of pavement condition and road geometry - these data would need to be derived
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Table 2.11: Data Items For Unit Costs

Data Group information Quality Level

I II III IV

CONSTRUCTION Full construction Major components Road (terrain Country average/
management (by m, m3 or t): and class); km; -

accounting items; e.g. earthworks. Pavement (type multilane, primary,
plant, material, culverts, pavement E capacity); secondary,

and labor inputs; layers, bridge Bridge (type) teritary roads.

charges, etc. types, etc.

MAINTENANCE Full maintenance Major components Per km or m2 by Country averagetkm;

management for key activities Activity a/ Pavements:

accountancy (by unit quantity): Winter maint'ce, - Routine maint'ce

items - plant; - materials/t or m3; non-pavement RM. - Periodic maint'ce

labor and material - haul/km; patching - Strengthening or

inputs; administrative - team/h, etc. pothole patching upgrading

charges, etc. preventive T, - Betterment.
single ST, Unpaved roads:
double ST. - routine
thin overlay, - periodic
thick overlay, Concrete roads:
repair and - routine
overlay, - rehabilitation
recycling. - reconstruction.
reconstruction,
widening,
realignment,
blading (UP)
reshaping (UP)
regravelling,
joint repair.

VEHICLE Fleet management Consumption components Avg VOC by Avg. VOCkm;

OPtRATIONS accountancy by vehicle class - vehicle class - light vehicles

items. - lubricant, fuel, and pavement - heavy vehicles
tires, parts, labor, state (e.g. Fuel average/

new vehicle. Algorithm vehicle class.
overheads,passenger, coefficients
goods, interest, or Good/fair/
depreciation, etc). poor)b/

Avg.by component Averagelkm
OPERATIONS - traffic control

- enforcement
- security
- emergency.

Notes: a. The list and definition of activities may vary with agency.
b. Coefficients of VOC as a function of road roughness and geometry can be developed using a computer

model.
RH - routine maintenance; T - trestment; ST - surface treatment. UP - unpaved roads.
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through the application of a basic vehicle operating cost model, but would typically be
a standard for the country rather than specific to any site or project.

Level II. Unit costs for construction, maintenance and vehicle operations are broken
down by principal components, which in the case of works are likely to be similar to line
items in a bill of quantities. These cost data typically include regional factors to adjust
to locally prevailing costs or are themselves project-specific.

Level I. Unit costs as used in accountancy and administration applications, and used in
the more sophisticated construction, maintenance, or fleet management systems.

2.5.9 Projects and Interventions

Project data are historical records of major activities implemented or committed that provide
largely administrative rather than technical information, and a classification is shown in Table
2.12 and described as follows.

Level IV. Historical records of past projects stored only off-line in hard-copy files.
Committed projects are identified by location and type for use in the preparation of works
programs and budgets.

Level m. Basic identification data for past projects, indicating a reference for the
detailed data. Scheduling, technical and cost estimate data recorded for committed
projects. Total of 5 to 10 items per project.

Level UI. Records of the administrative and technical responsibilities, technical activities,
costs and schedule, totalling 20 to 50 items per project.

Level I. Records of all administrative, technical and financial data as for Level II, plus
engineering specifications and drawings.

2.5.10 Facilities and Institutions

Records of the property, staff and materials resources of the agencies are used in the operations
management of a highway system. A classification is shown in Table 2.13 and explained as
follows.

Level IV. The number and type of work centers, total numbers of staff employeed, total
numbers of major classes of equipment, and list of material sources.

Level m. The number, type and location of work centers, the area and road length for
which they are responsible, and staffing numbers by skill level. Number of equipment
items by class, age operational status and location. Location, material type and size of
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Table 2.12: Data Items For Projects And Interventions

Information Quality Level

Data Group I II III IV

PROJECTS
Identification * 0 Hardcopy
Location * * records
Records reference 0 * only
Primary activity 0 0
Secondary activity * 0
Schedule, dates *

Administration *
- agency c

- designer
- supervision
- implementor

Costs- 0

Estimate *
actual variations *
penalties *

COMMITTED PROJECTS
Identification 0 * S
Reference * *
Location - start * *

- end *

Schedule - All dates Start date Start
-- Duration

Activities List (0) Primary Primary
Costs - Activity costs Total S
Budgetary sources * -
Administrative agency * *
Supervising agency * - -
Technical designer * - -
Constructing agency * - -
Contract type * _ _
Commitment status * 5 0

Note: 0 - defined list of optional names
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Table 2.13: Data Items On Highway Institutions And Facilities

Information Quality Level

Information I II III IV

INSTITUTIONS
Identification * *
- Regional area 0 0 O O

- Main location * * 1 
- Type of institution 0 0 0 a

or facility

Responsibilities
- Area
- Length roads By road class Total -

-Work ° ° °

Staffing Number by - Numbers by total
- skill level (O) skill level
- work function (0)
- age
- years of service
- staff turnover
- union status

EQUIPMENT Full equipment Numbers by item type: Numbers by item type Total number:
management - age, operational - age - major items
inventory status,location - operational status - minor items

Operating costs by - location
by item type. Total Depreciated Value
Present value of stock - major items
by item type - minor items

MATERIALS Full inventory List of quarry sources,

by source, materials and locations.
supplier and List of material processors.
processor - of output, locations (e.g.
stock, output, asphalt plants, concrete
material types, plants, etc.).
quality, costs.
locations.
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material resources.

Level II. Added detail for each facility, and employment statistics of staffing to provide
sufficient data for labor studies. General inventory of equipment including performance,
cost and depreciated value data sufficient for use in construction and maintenance
management systems. Material stock and material characteristics for material resources.

Level I. Full inventories and administrative data required for detailed administration and
mangement of individual institutions, equipment fleets, or material resources.

2.5.11 Comment

The process described here, of defining information groups and selecting sets of data items based
on the level of detail appropriate to the situation, is recommended as a guide for the preparation
of a data dictionary. Thus the data dictionary described in Section 4.7.1, could be considered
a product of this phase.
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Appendix A

INFORMATION REOURED FOR

APPLICATIONS IN HIGHWAY SECTOR
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TABLE 2A.1: Network-level Applications Data: Road Pricing and Taxation

CATEGORY ITEM AND SUBITEMS

Revenues Motor vehicle fees: (License, registration, permits,
penalties, etc.)
Import duties: (Fuel, other)
Excise taxes: (Fuel, other)
Sales taxes: (Fuel, other)
Tolls

Expenditures Recurrent: (administration, maintenance, operations)
Capital: (periodic maintenance, rehabilitation; betterment,

new roads)
Other expenditures: enforcement, accidents

Prices by Fuel type:
Fuel prices and taxes:

(gasoline (by octane), diesel, alternative fuels)
by Vehicle class:

New vehicle prices, taxes and duties (average for each
vehicle class)

Tire prices and taxes;
Lubricant prices and taxes;

Utilization Vehicle fleet (by vehicle type)
Vehicle-distance travelled, per year (by vehicle type)
Average Equipment-standard-axle-load-factor (ESA/veh.)

(for each Leary vehicle type)
Passenger-car-equivalent (PCE)(for each vehicle type)
Unit road damage cost (money per ESA-km, net of damage

portion attributable to environment)
Unit road congestion cost (money/PCE-km)
Fuel sales (by fuel type)
Network-level trend of road condition under recent and

projected expenditures (deteriorating/stable/improving)
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TABLE 2A.2: Network-Level Applications Data:
Labor Analvse

CATEGORY ITEM AND SUBITEMS

Size of Labor Force by Employment Status: (Permanent, Temporary)
by Skill: (Professional, Skilled, Unskilled)
by Years of Service
by Age relative to retirement age
by Change (annual attrition, hirings, voluntary redundancy,

involuntary redundancy)

Remuneration Wages and Salaries (by skill level)
Hours worked per week
Leave per year
Other benefits

Unionization by Job Type and Skill Level



Chapter Three

DATA ACOUISMON AND PROCESSING METHODS

3.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter categorizes methods available for collecting some of the information identified in
Chapter 2 and gives criteria to be used in the selection of data acquisition method and equipment.
The methods are discussed for the following five information groups:

- Road Inventory Data (Section 3.2);
- Pavement Structural Evaluation (Section 3.3);
- Pavement Condition Evaluations (Section 3.4);
- Traffic Data (Section 3.5); and
- Accident Data (Section 3.6).

For each information group, the following are discussed where applicable:

a. The options available for acquiring the data at each of the four information quality
levels (IQL) given in Table 2.3 ranging from Level IV for basic level data to Level
I for absolute reference or benchmark level data;

b. Characteristics and performance information for the various acquisition methods,
categorized by their mode of measurement;

c. Reduction of the primary data to the form of information to be stored in the
database; and

d. Implementation plans including sampling plans for the various reliability levels
applying to network- and project-level surveys.

3.1.1 Selection of Method and Eguipment

The resources required for data collection tend to be much the largest component of running costs
for operating a management system, and one which can be continually subject to budgetary
scrutiny and placed at risk in times of financial hardship. It is important therefore to select data
acquisition technology which is appropriate to the objectives, resources and modus operandi
of the agency.

Tbree criteria which can guide selection, similar to those applied in Chapter 2, are reliability,
accessibility and affordability, as follows:
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a. Reliability addresses the tradeoff to be made between the accuracy of the method and
its productivity, relative to the level of detail (IQL) and accuracy required for the
data;

b. Accessibility deals with the processing required to transfer the data from the collection
medium to the database, the capability for reviewing and verifying the data before
storage, and the speed and accuracy with which transference to storage can be made;
and

c. Affordability addresses the technical support, staff and financial resources required to
sustain the data acquisition process continually through the annual operations of the
agency.

As an example, manual or semiautomated methods, which are relatively slow, labor-intensive and
which require manual transcription or transfer for data processing, are appropriate when the
network is small, the traffic volumes are low and the labor costs of conducting the survey are
inexpensive. Automated methods, particularly composite instrumentation that measures several
items simultaneously, are often fast and provide direct processing for data transfer, but they are
usually expensive and are thus suited to large or heavily-trafficked networks, and to agencies that
have maintenance support for sophisticated electronic equipment.

Circumstances which influence the selection of method include:

a. information quality level and precision required of the data;

b. frequency and sampling density of the surveys, which depend on the usual applications
of the data in network-level or project-level;

c. size of the network to be surveyed;

d. management of data acquisition, whether centralized, decentralized or contracted, and
the feasibility for sharing the service with another agency; and

e. technical skills, maintenance support, staff resources and financial resources of the
agency.

For each method, the characteristics that have to be matched to such circumstances are discussed
in the chapter.

Utility Evaluation

The selection process is often difficult because advantages in some respects are usually offset by
disadvantages in other respects. The utility approach is a useful means of evaluating and
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combining the various tradeoffs so as to rank a number of options. An example for equipment
procurement is shown in Table 3. 1.

In the approach, the major attributes of the decision are identified, such as operational
characteristics, quality, cost, and so on. For each attribute, decision criteria are identified which
contribute to satisfying the objectives for that attribute, and these criteria must be independent
of one another for a balanced evaluation. A weighting is assigned to each criterion representing
its importance relative to the overall evaluation. Each candidate device or method is assessed and
assigned a score for each criterion in turn. The scores are multiplied by the criterion weights and
summed to give an overaU weighted score for the device. The overall scores of the various
device or method options can then be used to rank the options.

The approach can be useful, but it is sensitive to the choice of the relative weightings assigned,
and to the standards or expectations by which the individual criterion scores are assigned, so it
is important that these are defined carefully.

Table 3.1. Utility Decision Criteria for Eguipment Purchase

Major
Attributes Criteri

Cost * Capital
i Annual

Operational * Speed
Characteristics * Training Requirements

- Calibration
* Data Recording

Quality 0 Accuracy
* Repeatability
* Compatibility with

existing procedures

Versatility * Number of Different Tests

Reliability * Downtime
* Maintainability

Degree of Development * Time in Service
* User Recommendations
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3.1.2 Scheduling and Sampling

An important external factor affecting the reliability, productivity and costs of a survey method
is the spatial sampling density of measurements, e.g., the number of measurements per km.
This is a factor which can be chosen by the user to suit a particular application, and typically
varies in relation to the functional levels defined in Chapter 2, as follows: t

a. Network-level Planning: To identify medium-term funding levels, inter-regional
allocation of funds, and appropriate standards of maintenance or design, a highly
aggregated form of data is used. The goal is to determine the total and mean values
of the lengths of road in a particular category of need, condition or utilization, or the
costs of works in a particular category. At this level sampling plans are appropriate
and relatively small sample sizes can be utilized. If data collection is to be done solely
for application at this level, then sample sizes in the order of 1 to 6 percent (with
simple stratified random sampling at a third tier level) are adequate to reduce the error
in the totals to the order of 5 to 10 percent. The actual relationship depends on factors
such as the distributions of values along a road and across different roads, so specific
guidelines are not given here (see ', 2 for guidance). For the planning application, the
stratification should cover all of the third tier administrative areas and all of the main
functional road classes. Within these strata, the sampling can be random and need not
include every road link unless the network is small (i.e., less than 1,000 km per
stratum).

b. Network-level Programming: To identify road sections for a road program, to
estimate the maintenance activity and costs, and to prioritize the sections, the sampling
level must permit distinction between the mean values of sections. Typically this
amounts to 5 readings per section for a 90 percent confidence level'. For structural

intenance and section lengths of 2 to 10 Ian, this is equivalent to a 0.5 km to 2 km
spacing between assessment points. For surface maintenance and section lengths of 0.5
km to 5 kIn, it is equivalent to 100 m to 1,000 m intervals. At this level coverage
needs to be comprehensive but may be intermittent, for example a) 1/3 of network each
year, b) a complete 100% survey every two years, and so on.

c. Project-level Design: To identify design or treatment variations within the project
length, the sampling must permit identification of homogenous subsections. For
example, to make accurate estimates of the design thickness required for the design of
pavement rehabilitation, structural evaluation tests at 50 m intervals on variable sections
or up to 300 m on uniform sections have been recommended'.

d. Research and Development: The sampling design is explicitly determined for the
R&D objectives. Strongly stratified sampling is common when specific road features
are being evaluated, but the sampling within a section would be random.
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The scheduling of measurements falls into one of the following categories:

a. The regular monitoring by survey of items which are changing continually, such as
traffic volume and pavement condition (some are timed for a specific season, such as
traffic, or unpaved roads after the rainy season, or bituminous pavements after the
winter);

b. The regular recording of reported events such as projects, accidents, etc.;

c. Survey on demand for project-level investigations and special surveys; and

d. Infrequent surveys conducted at wide intervals, such as inventory, origin-destination
(OD) surveys, and axle load surveys.

3.2 ROAD INVENTORY DATA

The road inventory data listed in Table 2.4 are characteristics which generally do not change
from year to year, and those items which do change are updated either on the completion of a
project or on an annual basis. The major data collection effort is therefore the initial one,
undertaken at the time of establishing the information system for the entire road network. A
more detailed inventory may be required at project-level for certain projects such as road
betterment or major rehabilitation, involving realignment or widening, changes to drainage and
other minor structures, and so forth. Thus, the method selected for data acquisition will probably
depend on the specific purpose, as follows.

Initial Road Network Inventory

The greatest factor influencing the choice of method is the IQL required for the information
because the number of items and the amount of data expands enormously as the IQL rises
(2.5.1). The surveys for IQL-I or IQL-II data are highly data-intensive and are extremely slow
if fully automated methods cannot be used'.

It is possible to phase the data acquisition, including essential items in the initial survey and other
time-onsuming items in a later survey. This may happen naturally, for example if a
maintenance management system is to have a special subinventory for all minor structures and
appurtenances, and the other items are to be included on the main inventory (these would be
stored in separate but related files). A suggested hierarchy is:

'. Surveys for IQL-II in Indonesia and the Republic of Croatia in
Yugoslavia in 1988-89 were taking about 100 times as long as other road surveys
combined (pavement condition and traffic primarily) in the initial stages. In
Croatia, a semi-automated method from Slovenia was then utilized. In Indonesia,
a IQL-IV method was substituted.
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a. Location reference
b. Functional use
c. Pavement
d. Geometry
e. Minor structures and appurtenances
f. Environment and land-use.

The order would change given other priorities in the agency's objectives.

It is also possible to temporarily downgrade the IQL of some of the data groups so as to make
faster mobile methods possible for the initial survey, with the provision that the slower collection
of the downgraded groups at the required IQL would follow in due course. This way, for
example, it is possible to mount a good working inventory for, say, pavement management by
collecting the data groups of primary interest (a. to c. above) at IQL-II and the others at IQL-
IV in the initial survey, and then collecting items d. to f. above again at IQL-II at a later date.

Updating the Road Network Inventory

The inventory data for a road segment on which there has been project action should be updated
by the time of closure of the project. Some items may be updated sooner, but a standard practice
for all updating needs to be defined and implemented carefully.

The occasion of a project-level inventory survey can be used to verify and update the main
inventory.

Repeat inventory surveys may be conducted on a random or stratified-random sampling basis if
the agency has reason to doubt the validity or accuracy of the inventory data. This is only likely
to be necessary when manual or semi-automated methods have been employed without a
permanent (photographic or optical) record.

Project-Level Inventory

If the main Road Network Inventory contains data of a low IQL (IV or I), then the field
investigations for a betterment or rehabilitation project may require a more detailed survey in
order to more accurately determine quantities for design specifications. In this case, a limited
inventory would be undertaken for only the road length involved in the project and the items of
interest to the project.
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3.2.1 Classiffcation of Methods

The methods of data acquisition for road inventory items fall into the following main classes:

a. Pedestrian observer visual survey, usually on a sampling basis, with:
- manual recording,
- audio- or photographic recording, or
- electronic encoding (e.g., on a hand-held computer);

b. Moving observer visual survey ("windshield survey") with:
- manual recording,
- keyboard entry to computer encoded memory;
- audio-recording (voice-recognition) to computer memory.

c. Photologging, from a moving vehicle with permanent recording on:
- photographic film (usually 35 mm);
- cinematic film (usually 16 mm, sometimes 8 mm);
- video film; or
- optical disc;

and with subsequent data reduction by either manual or automated image-processing
techniques.

d. Transcription from 'as-built' engineering records such as plans, quality control
documents, and accounting and project records.

e. Automated on-board measurement of geometric characteristics.

Commonly, an inventory survey will combine more than one of the recording methods. For
example, using electronic encoding for discrete 'events' such as a culvert, pole or sign so that
the distance location is digitally recorded, while a photo- or video-log is filmed to record the
general view of the road reserve and sightlines. It is easiest therefore to discuss these by the
method of recording, as follows.

3.2.2 Manual Recordine Methods

Most items are recorded by code indicating the presence, location and attributes of the item. The
precision of location and length attributes depend on the information quality level being sought:

IQL-IV Category or range estimates;
IQL-llI Visual estimates related to a known marker;
IQL-II Measuring wheel or tape;
IQL-I Surveyor's accuracy (Band, theodolite, etc.).
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Various formats have been used for the paper form used by an observer to record the field data,
each format being tailored to the individual agency's approach. Some examples are shown in
Appendix 3A. There is no standard to be recommended, but the following features have been
found particularly useful:

a. the form should be preprinted, containing identified fields for each item to be recorded;

b. the use of codes for the values of the item attributes to be recorded is valuable for
reducing writing time and space - the best codes are recognizable and few enough that
an observer learns them rapidly, they can be summarized on a simple checklist, and
they do not require the observer to spend a lot of time cross-referring;

c. the format should be suitable for direct computer encoding without further transcription;
and

d. the form should be a handy size ready for filing, and the number to be completed
should be convenient depending on the IQL of the data to be collected, e.g.,

IQL-IV: one form per road link;
IQL-m: one form per 10 kIn;
IQL-II : one form per kin;
IQL-I : as required.

Transcription of the field data to computer records should be made as soon as possible after data
collection, and preferably should proceed in parallel to the field surveys.

3.2.3 Field ComDuter Encoding

A popular modification of the manual recording method is direct entry of the data into electronic
format in the field, so eliminating the need for later transcription and also improving the practical
logistics of handling papers, codes, etc. Encoding devices are evolving rapidly as electronic
memory technology advances, and current types and examples are listed in Table 3.2.

Commercially-available hand-held computers which are programmed by application-specific
software have the advantage that many units can be purchased to equip many different observers
in the field for either pedestrian or moving observer surveys. They may also serve more than
one purpose, for example road, bridge and pavement inventory surveys, pavement and bridge
condition inspections, and so on. Some makes are inexpensive enough to be used like this, and
they are likely to become even more affordable in the future.

Commercial microcomputer keyboards, carrying a template to indicate special functions
assigned to the keys, allow for a wider range of types of entry and comments than hand-held
computers, but are used only with moving observer methods because they require an on-board
microcomputer or laptop computer.
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A laptop plate with templates to serve different applications is a particularly user-friendly
device for moving observer methods, combining the capability for many different items without
the need to remember codes or keys. It works in conjunction with a laptop or other type of
microcomputer.

The use of a voice-recognition device for data entry is particularly useful for multifunction
surveys where the observer is performing several functions simultaneously because it leaves the
hands free. The device recognizes specific terms (calibrated to the individual observer's voice),
and records those digitally in whatever codes are assigned to the item and its attributes. Used
in conjunction with photologging, the method provides an immediate electronic file of data which
can be automatically processed with conventional methods. It is most suited to moving observer
methods but could also be used in pedestrian methods (though there is no known current
application of this sort).

Table 3.2 Field Encoding Methods for Inventory Data

Acquisition Device Device
Method Type Examples Country

PEDESTRIAN Hand-held PSION 2 Europe
Computers Husky Hunter U.K.

Keyboard Desy 2000 France
ARAN' Canada

Graphic Tablet RIS2 Norway

Voice Recognition AREV Australia

PHOTOLOGGING
35mm Photographic GERPHO' France

ROADRECON' USA
Video ARAN' Canada

AREV' Austalia

1. Part of larger system
2. 'Road Inventory System"
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3.2.4 Photologging

Photologging using photographic techniques has been in use for some years, using photographs
of the road and road reserve to create a permanent record of inventory features3. The films are
reviewed manually, and defects or missing items are noted and reported to the maintenance
agency. Individual features may be transcribed manually to a digital inventory database, but
some agencies simply store the film as the reference medium and review it as required. Time-
lapsed 35 mm photographs have been preferred for the greater resolution that can be achieved,
but 16 mm movie film has also been used. The advantages of the technique are that the "data'
can be collected with fairly basic skills, the logging vehicle can move at virtually the same speed
as traffic, and review can be conducted by experts at any time without having to revisit the field,
which can result in enormous time-savings.

Three drawbacks of this technique are being resolved by recent technology. First, video film
has become a popular alternative medium due to the convenience of cartridge form, simple
processing and immediate review (this is often called 'videologging"). Second, optical discs
provide the facility to search automatically for the visual data pertaining to a specific section and
for storing data from a large number of road links on one disc. This is very useful for large
networks, and while some prototype devices are recording directly on to optical disc, some
agencies are also "transcribing" historic photographic data to optical discs. Third, it is possible
to use image processing (IP) technology to read existing film, digitize certain images using
appropriate software and record them therefore in digital form, along with other inventory data.
To date, the only available application of this technique applies to reading pavement condition
images, not inventory items (see Section 3.4).

3.2.5 TranscriDtion from Records

Where the detailed engineering drawings associated with a project are available from archives,
certain data such as the location and size of structures (bridges, culverts, etc.), the location and
characteristics of individual horizontal and vertical curve segments, and so on, may be measured
or transcribed into digital forn for the inventory database. This can be an arduous process, and
invariably yields an incomplete coverage of the network since records usually do not exist for
some links.

It is vitally important to ensure that these data represent 'as-built' conditions. If the records and
drawings are not explicitly endorsed as as-built, then the data should be verified in the field
(also a usually lengthy process).

This level of detail is required for IQL-I data, and is suitable for IQL-II data. It has the
advantages of precision, and of containing even more data than are required to be stored in the
inventory database. Wherever detailed records or drawings exist and are stored in archives, a
cross-reference coding should be stored in the database to facilitate access to the records when
needed.
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3.2.6 Geometric Data and Automated Acquisition

Measurement of vertical and horizontal curvature characteristics is made by estimating techniques
for levels IQL-M and IQL -IV, and by physical measurement for levels IQL-II and IQL-I.
Automated methods utilize gyroscopes and, for certain slopes, inclinometers or accelerometers.

Estimating Techniques

In even the simplest estimating techniques it is advisable to rate the horizontal and vertical
curvatures separately, and to use methods that can be applied from a moving vehicle.

A level IQL-IV technique uses typicaUy 2 or 4 attributes for the predominant steepness of
segments, overall up- or downhill, sharpness of curves and overall sinuosity, as shown in the
example in Table 3.3. A 4-attribute by 3-value method can also be collapsed into a 2-attribute
by 6-value method. The categories should be distinct enough that a casual observation has a
fairly high reliability. Even if only two attributes are used, it is often helpful to include also the
nominal safe speed or posted speed, as this frequently incorporates other features such as sight
distance and access points.

A Level IQL-JfI technique makes direct estimates of the vertical gradient, the overll rise-plus-
fall, horizontal curvature and the design speed for a sublink, that is a road segment uniform in
traffic, and predominantly uniform in geometry. An option at may be included is the length
of road (or the number of segments) for which the gradient or the horizontal curvature fails a
designated standard. For greater reliability, the method may be assisted by the use of a
mechanical gyroscope and inclinometer with manual reading and recording.

Automated Techniques

Gyroscopes and inclinometers are available in mechanical and electronic versions. Because
gradients and curvatures change transitionally and often asynchronously, the electronic versions
with direct digital recording are preferred for measuring IQL-II data. A number of ad hoc
devices are known to be used, fitted in a local vehicle. Commercially available devices are listed
in Table 3.4.

An abundance of data can be collected by such methods, but data reduction to several key
parameters is recommended before storage in the inventory database. For digital records, the
following are suggested for IQL-II data for each road section (see Table 2.3):

- the maximum gradient and length of each segment, if the section is long enough to
contain several distinct segments;

- the average absolute gradient and sense (positive or negative);
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Table 3.3 Road Geometra: A level IOL-IV Estimation Method

Vertical Profile | Horizontal Curvature

Attribute Value | Attribute Value

a. Gradients | a. Sinuosity

Steep (> 5%) Sharp curves (speeds < 50 km/h)

*Steep and moderate (mixed) | Gentle curves (speeds > 50 km/h)

*Steep and level (mixed) | Tangent

Moderate (2-5%)

*Moderate and level (mixed)

Level (0-2%) | b. Overall Safe Speed

*< 30 km/h

30-50 n (< 50 km/h)
b. General Grade 50-70

Uphill 70-100 " (> 70 )
.Level *> 100 "

Downhill I

Note: * Exclude from most basic versions of this method. The values for

each attribute can be indicated by a check box or by an assigned rank
(e.g. 0 to 5)

Table 3.4 Road Geometr: Conmnerciall Available Electronic Gyroscope
and Inclinometer/Accelerometer Eguipment

Name Configuration Supplier

RGDAS Stand-alone instrument Australian Road

(Road Geometry Data and data logger, fitting Research Board,

Acquisition System) in any host vehicle Australia

ARAN Component of composite Highway Products

(Automatic Road instrumentation with International

Analyser) computer storage in Canada
dedicated vehicle
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- the rise-and-fall of the section (sum of all absolute rises and falls along the centerline
length of the section);

- the maximum curvature (reciprocal of the radius of curvature) and length of each curve
in the section;

- the length and location of each segment where the gradient does not comply with a
designated standard;

- the length and location of each segment where the curvature does not comply with a
designated standard;

- the minimum design speed applicable to the section.

An alternative which is well-suited to real-time processing and providing the data for good
graphical reports (see 3.2.7) is to record the curvatures of equal segment lengths of say 20, 25
or 50 m. Depending on the resolution and the intervals this method approaches an IQL-I level.

3.2.7 Data Reduction and Reporting

In addition to the many forms of tables and summary statistical diagrams that can be generated
from inventory data, there are two graphical forms which have proven to be very popular and
deserve highlighting.

A strip map version of a road log shows a map of the immediate environs of the road and lists
or tabulates inventory data below it laid out so as to relate spatially to the applicable sections
of the road, as shown in Figure 3.1. Such presentations are very convenient to field personnel
who are able to use them as handy reference guides in the field and to verify the data during field
visits.

A strip map bar chart is a useful means for displaying changing values of a given parameter
along the road. This technique is often used for pavement condition data, but Figure 3.2 shows
a graphic example for horizontal curvature data where the height of the bar located at each
segment of the road represents the value of the specified attribute (in this case, curvature).

3.3 PAVEMENT STRUCTURAL EVALUATION

3.3.1 Approaches to Structural Evaluation of Paved Roads

The structural evaluation of a road pavement assesses the ability of the existing pavement
structure to perform satisfactorily under the prevailing and projected traffic loadings. There
are two main phases to an evaluation, as shown in Figure 3.3:
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Flgure 3.1 Strip Map Road Log
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Figure 3.2 Strip Map Bar Chart

Sourc: W. R. Rawlinson, Austalian Road Research Board (1989).
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Figure 3.3 Approaches to Pavement Structural Evaluation
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a. the measurement and representation of the pavement, and
b. a performance analysis.

The field measurements occur in the first phase, but the choice of method is dictated in large
part by the method of analyzing performance. As the performance analysis is conducted
mainly in the analytical or decision-support model part of a management system, it is not
dealt with in depth here but is categorized sufficiently to indicate its relevance to the field
measurement method (see Section 3.3.9 on data reduction).

Pavement performance is the product of different modes of behavior and distress in the
various materials, including the cracking of bound materials through fatigue under repeated
loadings and environmental cycles, deformation of bound and unbound materials through
shear and densification, and the disintegration of materials when mechanical or chemical
bonds are broken through weathering, infiltration or loading. The methods can be
characterized through the way they treat:

a. the multilayer configuration comprising layers of differing materials and
thicknesses overlying a subgrade;

b. the relationships between individual material or pavement tests, individual
material behaviors, and the long-term performance of the pavement (which
includes the extension of tests made in the elastic or recoverable domain of
pavement behavior to behavior in the plastic and fracture domains);

c. the criterion of performance (roughness, rut depth, cracking, or summary
condition index); and

d. the limiting value of the performance criterion defining pavement 'life'.

There are three main types of pavement representation shown in the figure, namely
equivalent thickness, surface deflection, and mechanistic, each with various performance
analysis options, as follows.

Equivalent Thickness

The thicknesses of each layer in the pavement, weighted by coefficients that relate to the
material strength properties, are summed to result in a single value of an equivalent
thickness of a uniform material. The performance is estimated through empirical models
based on field observations to relate the deterioration of pavement condition to pavement
thickness, applied loading, and environmental conditions. The common methods are:

a. Structural Number and Soil Support. The original definition of Structural
Number refined by AASHTO to allow derivation from direct and indirect
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measures of material properties2, and applied with the AASHTO serviceability
performance model.

b. Modified Structural Number. The Structural Number including allowance
for the in situ conditions of the subgrade', used with performance models that
are simple (AASHTO), moderate (e.g., RTIM24), or detailed (e.g., HDM-
IIl).

The reliability of the methods is limited by the extent of the empirical basis on which the
performance models are founded, and by the number of factors and mechanisms represented
in their algorithms. These range from the basic level of the AASHTO and RTIM2 methods,
which are limited by considering only traffic loadings, to the detailed level of the HDM-III
methods, which allow for surface distress, maintenance, time, traffic and loading effects.
All involve some calibration to the local environment.

Surface Deflection

The deflection of the pavement surface under a standard applied load and corrected to a
standard pavement temperature is used to characterize the reaction of the whole pavement
structure to traffic loading. Measurements made at intervals along the road are used to
identify comparatively homogeneous sections which are characterized by a high percentile
(85th to 95th) value of the deflection. Usually only the peak rebound deflection is utilized,
but some methods include also a measure of the curvature of the deflection basin. Pavement
performance is analyzed from deflection-life curves categorized by pavement type, where the
'life' is measured in cumulative equivalent standard axle loadings (ESAL).

While deflection-life curves have been in widespread use for some time, it is now known
that peak deflection alone is not a reliable indicator of performance". The maximum elastic
deflection relates to the shear displacements that induce deformation in materials and rutting
and roughness in pavements, but the curvature of the deflection basin is indicative of the
horizontal strains that cause fracture in bound materials. Such methods are therefore best
supplemented by knowledge of the pavement materials and the deflection basin. Even with
this adjustment, the methods do not take into account weathering and non-traffic effects on
deterioration.

An application of deflection methods explicit to rigid pavements is its use for joint load
transfer analysis and slab-void detection2. The joint load transfer efficiency influences the
flexural stresses induced in the vicinity of a joint. The loss of support under a slab caused
by a void greatly increases the risk of distress under traffic, and subsealing treatment is
important as remedial maintenance of concrete pavements.
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Mechanistic Layered Analysis

Individual layers of the pavement are characterized by properties that permit a theoretical
analysis of the stresses and strains induced under imposed traffic loading and environmental
conditions. This is usually a linear elastic analysis, and refinements include non-linear
elastic and viscoelastic characteristics. The basic layer properties include thickness,
modulus, and Poisson's ratio, and refinements include deformation parameters, nonlinear
property coefficients, and environmental parameters. A reference loading is specified, and
the environment is either implicit in the material properties adopted or explicit in
temperature and moisture parameters. Several standard software packages exist for
conducting these analyses.

In the performance analysis, the stresses and strains computed for the reference conditions
are applied to material behavior functions to estimate the occurrence of cracking and
deformation in each of the layers. The traffic spectrum is usually reduced to an equivalent
number of repetitions of the reference load. The behavior functions are empirical, deriving
originally from laboratory repeated load testing, and are now usually estimated from
algorithms using coefficients that relate to physical properties of the material (e.g., binder
content and viscosity, gradation). An adjustment factor is then applied, based on experience
relating the behavior functions to observed field performance, which allows for all the
factors not modelled by the mechanistic analysis. This factor can be large, and although it
is often included in the algorithms that are used, it remains a source of error in absolute
predictions of distress. The interpretation of performance parameters such as roughness
from the primary distress (cracking and rut depth) predicted by the analysis is indirect, and
is generally avoided. Pavement life is therefore defined through limits placed on the
amounts of cracking and rut depth.

When an existing pavement is evaluated, the layer characteristics are usually deduced from
non-destructive testing, back-calculating from a deflection basin measurement and using the
applied test load as the reference load in the back-calculation. For the performance
prediction, the material behavior functions, field performance adjustment, and distress limits
are all built into the analysis, and so need to be verified or modified as necessary for a given
application.

The strengths of the mechanistic approach lie in the versatility for representing a realistic
multilayer configuration of the pavement, and being able to extend the analysis to a wide
range of loading and materials without extra empirical evidence. It allows the refinement of
materials design and pavement design to make efficient use of the materials. Its
shortcomings lie in the slack covered by a field performance adjustment, and particularly in
the lack of a direct relationship to roughness, a major performance parameter.
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3.2.1 Measurement Methods and Classification

Level I - Material Studies and Mechanistic Approach

Information level I requires data of detailed material properties, layer configurations and
structural behavior. This information would be used with detailed material behavior models
and tests to diagnose problems or to research special factors such as the performance of
modified binders or modified gradations. For structural analysis the data would be used in a
mechanistic approach because that is the most powerful approach for diagnosis and research.
Methods for measuring the various material and layer properties are shown in Table 3.5,
and are:

a. Field Sampling. Material properties are determined by tests on specimens
recovered from the pavement and by laboratory measurements of the material
stiffness and behavior functions. This is direct, and the most fundamental of
the methods, but any unbound materials are disturbed and the stress
conditions and layer boundary conditions may be poorly modelled in the
mechanistic analysis.

b. Non-destructive testing. A deflection test comprising a deflection basin
measurement and back-analysis of the layer properties. These data would be
supplemented by material behavior functions that are either determined in
laboratory tests or derived from published charts. To avoid the high errors
which are possible in back-calculation, it is best to have data on the layer
thicknesses, test loadings of the same magnitude as heavy truck loading,
accurate measures of the edge of the deflection basin (or a close estimate of
the subgrade modulus), and good software. With these provisos, NDT is a
reliable method for IQL-I, and usually much less expensive and faster than
the direct sampling method.

Level I - LAyer Properties

IQL-II data comprise the thickness and one (or at most, two) material parameter(s) of each
layer, which may be used with any one of the approaches: modified structual number,
deflection basin (not peak deflection), or mechanistic. This is a common level for project
design investigations of all paved roads except low volume and low class roads. Three
methods are shown in Table 3.5:

a. First, is a simplification of the field sampling method, using core sampling or
construction drawings to identify the material type and the layer thickness,
then applying these values through an algorithm and standard material
coefficients to compute the summary structural index (e.g., modified
structural number);
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Table 3.5. Levels of Pavement Strength Evaluation

CLASS DESCRIPTION OF ALTERNATIVE MEASUREMENT
MEASURE PARAMETERS METHOD GROUPS

I Detailed data for
individual layers 1. NDT a material LR or GR

2. Destructive sampling
+ Material LS
* Material LR or CR

II Summary data for
individual layers 1. NDT

+ material FS or CR
2. Field Sampling + material

LS or LC
3. Field sampling + FS

III Summary pavement
strength index 1. NDT

2. Field sampling FS
3. Construction records, CR

IV Category of (relative)
pavement strength 1. Visual Survey

2. Inferences from condition
data

Notes: LR - Laboratory repeated load tests;
GR - Graphical repeated load functions;
LS - Laboratory stiffness type tests;
LC - Laboratory composition tests;
FS - Field shear tests;
CR - Construction records.
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b. A simplification of the NDT deflection method requires less data on material
properties: it uses a modulus for each layer deduced by back-calculation and
layer thickness, and standard material behavior algorithms for input into a
simplified mechanistic analysis. Also, by using the outer deflection to deduce
the subgrade stiffness, and a set of theoretical algorithms, it is possible to
estimate the Structural Number or the Modified Structural Number (2).

C. A very convenient refinement of the field sampling method for medium and
thin pavements is to use a Dynamic Cone Penetrometer (DCP). Layer
thicknesses and material strengths can be interpreted from the depth profile of
the penetration per blow rate. These data are used to compute an equivalent
thickness measure, such as Structural Number.

d. Peak deflection plus the surface curvature of the deflection basin, can be used
with special or theoretical algorithms to estimate the strain in the upper
treated layer and subgrade, and thus the deformation and cracking lives.

Level m - Whole Pavement Structural Measures

Whole pavement measures are the peak deflection and (Modified) Structural Number, used
with standard performance functions depending on pavement type. There are three main
methods of measurement:

a. Peak (maximum rebound) deflection used with pavement type and deflection-
life curves to estimate the life in cumulative number of ESAL until the
condition reaches a specified critical state;

b. Estimating the Modified Structural Number from a peak deflection
measurement and pavement type data, and using SN-type performance or
deterioration models to estimate the rate of deterioration and life in ESAL and
time; and

c. Computing the Structural Number from construction records or approximate
layer type and thickness data, and from an estimate of subgrade in situ
strength.

These are the commonest measurement methods in use, particularly for network surveys.

Level IV - Remaining Life Estimate

The simplest information is an estimate of the time remaining before the pavement requires
rehabilitation. Such an estimate can be made by either:
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a. inferring a remaining life from existing pavement condition and age data,
assuming a standard condition vs. age (or cumulative ESALs) performance
curve; or

b. estimating the remaining life directly from a visual survey using experienced
judgement.

The following sections describe the acquisition methods and computation of performance
measures. The methods are:

a. Nondestructive Testing (NDT) Deflection Methods (3.3.3);
b. Other NDT Methods (3.3.4);
c. Field Sampling (Destructive) Methods (3.3.5);
d. Construction Records Methods (3.3.6); and
e. Laboratory Testing Methods (3.3.7).

3.2.2 Nondestructive Testing Deflection Methods

Deflection methods measure the reaction of the pavement to a controlled measured load.
The reaction is measured by one or more displacement sensors which monitor the deflection
of the surface at various distances from the applied load. The methods are categorized by
the mode of loading into Moving Wheel, Vibratory Load and Impulse Load. Table 3.6
presents the operational characteristics of the devices which are commercially available in
these categories'. Indicative cost and performance data for these devices' are shown in
Table 3.7, but these data will vary with time, location and options, and should be revised
for any specific application.

Moving Wheel Methods

The Benkelman Beam method uses a manually operated or semi-automated beam placed on
the surface, and the maximum rebound deflection recorded as the test vehicle moves away is
the preferred measurement. The method is very widely used in small agencies and in
developing countries. It is low in capital cost but slow, and is therefore appropriate when
capital resources are scarce, labor costs are low or the usage is relatively low.

Deflectographs are mobile versions of the Benkelman Beam principle, having dual beams
mounted under a dedicated heavy truck, a mechanism to place the beams on the ground and
move them forward after measurement, and a recorder mounted in the vehicle. The capital
and maintenance costs are fairly high. The measurement rate is high, obtaining
measurements at 3 to 10 m intervals, but the travel rate of 3 to 6 km/hr is slow, thus the
method is ideally suited to project-level surveys. It has been used for network surveys, but
the amount of data collected is more than needed for either planning or programming



Table 3.6. Characteristics of Nondestructive Denlection Testing Devices

Device Device type of Loading Loading Static Dynamic Load Deflection Method of
type ame unit Principte System Load force Transmitted Measuring Recording

kg. kw. by Device Date

ov ing Benkelman Beaa Manual Rotting Loaded (a) N/A Truck iUeels Dial Manual
UJheel Operation Uheel Truck Cauge
Loads

California Self- Rolting Loaded (a) N/A Truck Wheels Deflection Marnul, Printer,
Traveling contained, wheel Truck Transducer or Automated
Deftlectometer Automated

tL Croix Self-contained Rolirng Loaded (b) N/A Truck wheets Deflection Manual, Printer,
Deftectograph Automated Wheel Truck Transducer or Automated

WD"" (b) " " "
Deflectograph

Vlbratory Dynaftect Trailer 8Ht Counter- 953 0.45 Two 16" dia. 5 Geophones Manual, Printer,
Loads Mounted rotating Masses Urethane Coated or Automated
Steady Steet Wheels (d)
State

Model 2000 Trailer 6-60Hz Hydraulic- 1,590 0.09-24.4 Circular Plates 4 Geophones Manual, Printer,
Road Rater (2) Momited actuated Masses 18" dia. (e) or Automated

Impulse RtUAS* 50 FrD Trailer Invact Two Dropping 908 2,700-11,300 Sectionailzed Up to 5 Manual, Printer,
Load (f) Mounted Mass Systems Circutar Plate Seismoneters or Automated

11.8 dia. (e)

Dynatest 8000 Trailer Ippact Dropping Masses °08 1,500-27,000 Circular Plate 7 Geophones Manual, Printer,
FWD (f) mounted 11.8 dfa. (e) or Automated

Phonix ML10000 Trailer Ippact Dropping Masses 853 2,300-23,000 Circutar Plate 3 or 6 Geo- Manuat, Printer,
FWD Mounted 11.8" dia. phones or Automated

&Previously marketed as PAVETECH models Note: Measures converted to metric units using:
1 in - 25.4 mm, 1 lb-0S454 kg. 1 lbf-4.448N

a. 8,200 kg. dual-tire single rearaxle load (80 kN)
b. 10,200 kg. or 13,250 kg. depending on specification
c. Earlier versions were mounted on vehicles
d. Clrcuter plates are avaltable
e. Plates of other dlmeters are available
I. Other models avallable with different load range

Source: After Hudson et at. (1987)7



Table 3.7. Cost and Opratlonal Perfonnance of NDT Devices (Lytton, et al. 1987)

Device Device Capital Cost Arvuat Cost Data Collection Crew Training Accuracy Sultability Downtime
lype Name 01985-5) (1985-S) Speed (min/sta) (men/hrs) MX) (0 1) (dayslyr)

Moving lenkelman H 0 10 4 11 0.3 3
Vheet Seam
Loads

Californla I 0 0.6 170 11 0.3 21
Traveling
Deftlectograph

La Croix C 0 0.6 160 11 0.3 21
Deflectograph

Vibratory Dynaftlect E E 1.3 42 8.6 0.57 7
Loads
Steady Road later E E 2.7 40 15 0.70 7
State (Hodel 2000)

Iulse KUAU (Model 50) D E 1.3 60 7.0 1.0 1o
Load

Dynatest D E 1.3 60 7.0 1.0 7 -4
(Model 8000)

Phonix 0 E 1.3 60 7.0 1.0 10
(Model 10,000)

Source: Adapted from Lytton et a1. OM8 5)a

Costs Catesorles:

A a* 400,000
e* a 200,000 400,000
C * 100,000 4 200,000

D * 60,000 4 100,000
E * 30,000 < 60,000
F * 10,000 4 30,000
C * 2,000 < 10,000
H * 2,000.
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applications (see Implementation). In a programming application the deflection profile is
reduced to percentile values of homogeneous sections, and also used to identify local weak
spots for special maintenance.

Impulse Methods

Falling Weight Deflectometers (FWD) are impulse loading devices which apply loading at
a rate and magnitude very close to that of heavy vehicles traveling at highway speeds.
Because the device also senses surface deflections at several points across the basin with
accurate geophones, the measurements are useful for a full back-analysis of pavement
configuration for a loading domain which is realistic. Towed behind any suitable vehicle,
and having a fully automated set-up and measurement when the vehicle stops, an FWD is
capable of performing some 200 measurements per day at any chosen intervals. For all
these reasons FWDs have been found useful for applications ranging from low-intensity
network sampling through project-level design to high-intensity research investigations. In
heavy duty applications, a heavy duty version of the device should be utilized to obtain a
realistic level of loading.

3.3.4 Other NDT Methods

Field nuclear testing devices are now commonly used for the measurement of density and
moisture content in a layer from the layer surface, and for the binder content of bituminous
materials. These material property data are valuable supplements to the structural data
because they help to refine the diagnosis of causes of distress and the appropriate remedy.

Other NDT methods are under development and some have application for research or
special investigations. Non-contact sensor devices for measuring deflections at speed are
under development. Wave propagation techniques, including ground penetrating radar'0 '"
have become more viable with the advent of enhanced computing power, and are used for
detecting layer thicknesses and voids in special investigations. Their accuracy and reliability
are as yet insufficient for routine use.

3.3.5 Field Samnling (Destructive) Methods

Test pit or trench excavation is the fundamental method of determining pavement
composition, measuring layer thicknesses and retrieving samples of material. This is the
only means by which material properties such as particle size and gradation, plasticity, etc.
can be determined - in granular materials all these can change over the life of the pavement
through mechanical or chemical degradation and affect the behavior of the material. The
removal of specimens for laboratory testing disturbs unbound material so that tests apply to
remolded specimens. Reinstatement of the excavated area results in a pavement patch which
adds to the roughness of the surface and introduces a joint weakness, which are considered
defects and depending on the workmanship can accelerate deterioration.
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The standard test for evaluating soils and flexible pavement components undisturbed in situ
is the static plate load test'2 (AASHTO T222-91). This test is expensive and time
consuming to perform and therefore its popularity has decreased in recent years, largely to
be replaced by NDT evaluations.

The field California Bearing Ratio test measures the penetration of a plunger under static
load applied to the exposed surface of an unbound layer. Like the plate load test, its use has
largely been replaced by NDT methods or a penetrometer method.

The Dynamic Cone Penetrometer (DCP) is a portable device which measures the strength-
depth profile of the pavement layers by a simple penetration test'3 . The 30 mm diameter
cone is driven by a drop hammer of 5.5 kg and the rate of penetration in each layer in
measured. The device and typical results are shown in Figure 3.4. The penetration rate in
unbound materials correlates strongly with in-situ CBR values, thus allowing layer depths
and CBR values to be determined for each layer. The device is inexpensive (approximately
$500), but the testing procedure is relatively slow and labor intensive (5 to 7 tests/hr with 2
persons). It has been used successfully for evaluating thin-surfacing flexible pavements and
unpaved roads; in thick-surfacings a hole must first be made through the surfacing before
the test. The residual hole is so small and easy to seal that the DCP test is not detrimental
to the performance of the pavement and need not be considered "destructive".

3.3.6 Construction Records

Construction records showing "as-built' layer thickness and material types are a useful
resource for pavement data, and a much less expensive option than field testing. If
construction specifications or drawings are available, then the data should be verified
through field tests or other means before being considered as "as-built". Typically, the data
are available only in hard-copy records, so there can be substantial transcribing involved in
establishing the data in computer files. Many roads will have no such data, and other
methods must be used for those.

Standard record-keeping for current rehabilitation and construction projects should be
practiced, and the information should be encoded at the earliest stage so that transferral to
the database can be achieved in a regular updating procedure. An example of minimum
pavement layer information is shown in Figure 3.5.

Knowledge of existing layer types and thicknesses provides an agency with several relatively
simple options for assessing structural strength. The comparison between current and
required layer thicknesses is the simplest structural strength procedure.
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Flgure 3.4 The Dynamic Cone Penetrometer
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3.3.7 Laboratorg Testing

Laboratory testing of recovered samples for pavement evaluation is supplementary to other
tests. For Level I information, the tests provide details of material properties that will
improve the prediction of behavior and the design of remedial treatments, in addition to the
structural information gained. The sampling and testing is expensive and is therefore
usually limited to project-level evaluations of major rehabilitation projects. Typical project
objectives for testing are:

a. to obtain input parameters for the pavement design process;
b. to identify the layer within the pavement causing problems;
c. to obtain inputs to the material design process when recycling existing

materials; etc.

Laboratory testing is also used extensively in pavement performance research, particularly
stiffness and composition tests and repeated load triaxial tests. Typical kinds of test include:

a. material gradation and particle sizes;
b. binder or moisture content and air voids content;
c. binder viscosity, penetration and chemistry;
d. resilient modulus and deformation parameters;
e. shear strength;
f. tensile-splitting, or compressive strength; etc.

Details for the tests can be found in standard specifications, for example:

- Resilient Modulus of Subgrade Soils AASHTO T274-82
- Resilient Modulus of Bituminous Mixtures ASTM D4123-87

3.3.8 Implementation Plan

In the implementation of pavement evaluation, the decisions on method and sampling rate
are primary and depend on the purpose. For network-level planning, the purpose is:

a. to obtain a network-level estimate of the total rehabilitation and reconstruction
needs over a medium to long-term horizon.

For network-level programming, the purpose is:

a. to help identify road sections in need of strengthening or rehabilitation
through determining the structural adequacy of the existing pavement under
the traffic loading, and to estimate probable rehabilitation options, costs and
priorities; and
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b. to estimate the remaining life of all pavement sections, through a prediction of
future deterioration from their current condition to a rehabilitation
intervention standard.

For project-level investigations, the purpose is:

a. to provide data for the pavement design process;

b. to identify the limits of homogeneous sections that can receive uniform
treatment and to define project limits; and

c. to diagnose the causes of pavement deterioration, particularly unusual aspects.

Test Location and Frequency of Tests

Spatial Sampling. Three levels of sampling rate are described in the ASTM Standard D
4695-87, ranging from 170 to 300 m for "a general overview" to 8 to 15 m for detailed
pavement evaluation. Elsewhere, simulation techniques have been used to establish
statistically minimum sampling rates for highways data collection (Scullion, 1987). Based
on these and the general considerations given in Section 3.1.2, the recommended sampling
rates and pavement evaluation methods are shown in Table 3.8.

Timing. As a minimum every highway should be tested at least once very five years, more
ftrequently as the pavement condition deteriorates. Seasonal precipitation, spring thaws and
high summer temperatures all have considerable influence on the measured surface
deflection. When seasonal deflection variations are significant, surveys should be conducted
during a specified season, and the variation of deflection with season should be determined.

3.3.9 Data Reduction

Data reduction converts the primary pavement evaluation data such as deflections into a
strength parameter for use in performance analysis or design.

Summary Index

A summary index of strength must relate the available strength to the required strength. The
ordinal scale in Table 3.9 can be determined either directly from pavement condition and its
trend, or be derived from higher order measures such as structural number, deflection or
mechanistic analyses. A remaining life definition is provided here and other quantifying
means are provided in subsequent sections.
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Figure 3.5. Minimum data items for flexible pavement layer data base.
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Table 3.8 Recommended Sampling Rates and Methods
for Pavement Structural Evaluation

Application Sampling Rate Information Evaluation Methods
Quality

Network 1-5% network IV or III FWD deflection (LIS)
Planning length (Stratified Construction records

random sample) DCP profiles (LIS)
Visual survey

Network 0.3-1.0 km III or II FWD deflection (MIS)
Programming intervals Deflectograph

(min. 5 points deflections
per section)
JRP: At slab
center & joints

Project 20 to 200 m Minor roads: FWD deflection (MIS)
Design (min. 5 points III or II Deflectograph

per section) Major roads: deflection
each wheelpath. II or I DCP profiles + SNC
RP: 20 to 40 m - calculation
in outer wheelpath [+ field sampling

+ material testing
as required]

Research & 3 to 20m intervals II or I NDT deflection
Special RP: every joint or + field sampling
Investigation crack + material testing

Note: FWD - Falling Weight Deflectometer, NDT - Nondestructive Testing,
DCP Dynamic Cone Penetrometer, RP rigid pavements, JRP - Jointed
rigid pavements
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Structural Number

The structural number (SN) value is calculated by multiplying the layer thickness by a
material structural coefficient and summing for all layers>. The material coefficient is
derived preferably from a measured material property such as resilient modulus, in situ
CBR, etc.". The Modified Structural Number (SNC) is calculated by adding a value for
subgrade support directly to the SN value'.

Converting the absolute value of SNC to a relative scale involves comparing the existing
structure with that computed from a pavement deterioration prediction or design calculation
which incorporates traffic and environment (and subgrade support conditions in the case of
SN). The existing structure could then be classified in terms of the 5-point scale as
illustrated below in Table 3.10.

Nondestructive Deflection Testing (Empirical)

Three independent procedures are available for empirically interpreting NDT results to
obtain a structural index, as follows.

a. Structural analysis based on the deflection bowl shape. The simplest
method of interpreting NDT results is to develop empirical or semianalytical
procedures based on experience and observation for analyzing the shape of the
deflection bowl9"5. The outermost deflections in the deflection basin are
indicative of the stiffness of the lower layers, the differences between the
maximum and outer deflections define deflection curvature and relate to
horizontal strains, and the central deflection is indicative of the overall
stiffness of the pavement.

b. NDT Estimation of Structural Number. The Structural Number and
Modified Structural Number can be computed from deflection basin
measurements by a semianalytic approach (Appendices M and PP in the 1986
AASHTO pavement design guide). The pavement layer coefficients are
adjusted based on back-calculated layer moduli which are compared with
reference moduli for each material type. The resilient modulus of the
subgrade is determined from the outermost deflections.

c. Empirical Determination of Remaining Life. This consists of direct
empirical relationships between measured deflections and pavement life. Such
relationships are included in the procedures of the Asphalt Institute"6 and the
British Transport and Road Research Laboratory'7. The TRRL procedure is
shown in Figure 3.6.
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Table 3.9. Possible Strength Index Classification

Anticipated Future
Strength Strength Load-associated Remaining Life
Index Description Deterioration

1 Very Strong Very Low -
2 Strong Low > 15 years
3 Adequate Moderate 5 to 15 years
4 Weak High < 5 years
5 Very Weak Very High -

Table 3.10. Structure Strength Index Based on Existing and Design Thickness.

Strength Index Existing SN/Design SN

1 >1.2
2 1.1 - 1.2
3 0.9 - 1.0
4 0.8 - 0.8

5 <0.8
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Application of most of these procedures requires the data to be expressed in terms of a
standardized loading, usually 80 kN (18,000 lbf) in American-related standards or 100 kN in
European-related standards. Conversion of deflections from one device type to another
standard involves correlations. Such correlations are strong between different loads of
Moving Wheel tests, fair between Impulse tests and Moving Wheel tests, and poor to fair
between Vibratory Tests and Moving Wheel or Impulse testsi'. Correlations should
therefore be used with caution.

Nondestructive Testing Approach (Mechanistic/Empirical)

A complete mechanistic/empirical procedure for calculating remaining life would include the
following14:

1. Correction factors for deflections.
2. Prediction of annual deflection and temperature trends.
3. Estimation of layer moduli by back-calculation from deflection.
4. Calculation of strains with structure.
5. Use of performance prediction equations.
6. Definition of failure conditions.
7. Calculation of time to failure based on current condition.

For non-standard deflection devices, an alternative to using a deflection correlation for
conversion is to conduct the back-calculation directly for the test device. The material
properties determined in this way may then be converted to equivalent values which would
apply under a standard load for use in performance equations.

3.4 PAVEMENT CONDITION

The assessment of pavement condition is separated into three distinct measurements, those of
road roughness, surface distress, and skid resistance. Road roughness is the characteristic
which influences vehicle operating costs, riding comfort and safety for the road user, and is
the ultimate sign of structural failure in the pavement. Surface distress is symptomatic of
structural and material deterioration, and dictates maintenance needs. Skid resistance can
affect the safety of the road user and may prompt resurfacing maintenance.

In most instances, these three characteristics are measured by separate methods, using
different technology. Composite measurements, combining all three, are sometimes used at
the simplest survey level. Also, composite instrumentation measuring each of the three
individually in one survey vehicle is available, developing fast and growing in usage.

3.4.1 Road Roughness Measurements

Road roughness is defined as 'the deviations of a pavement surface from a true planar
surface with characteristics dimensions that affect vehicle dynamics, ride quality, dynamic
pavement loads, and pavement drainage' (ASTM E867-87).
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Roughness increases the wear on vehicle parts and rolling resistance and has an appreciable
impact on vehicle operating costs and the safety, comfort and speed of travel. It accelerates
pavement deterioration by increasing dynamic loads and by having an adverse effect on
pavement drainage. At the project level profile measurements are used to estimate shape
correction or levelling quantities for pavement rehabilitation, and as acceptance criteria for
new construction and rehabilitation projects.

The road surface profile is a combination of waveforms of various amplitudes and
wavelengths. A practical range which eliminates surface texture (very short wavelengths)
and longitudinal gradient (very long waves) is given by6:

- Surface wavelengths 0.1 to 100 m
- Surface amplitudes 1 to 100 mm

To measure the true (or absolute) profile the measuring device should give constant output
over this range of wavelengths.

Classification of Roughness Measuring Methods

The measurement methods appropriate for obtaining the four levels of roughness
information are shown in Table 3.11.

Methods are classified according to the type of technology and the accuracy with which they
can measure a reference measure of roughness. The standard chosen is the International
Roughness Index (IR)", which is mathematically defined from the absolute road profile and
representative of the impacts of road roughness on vehicle operations, operating costs, riding
quality, and safety.

Class I. The highest standard of accuracy for measuring roughness information, a Class 1
method requires that the longitudinal profile of a wheelpath be measured as a series of
closely spaced accurate elevation points. The distance between elevation points is short and
a maximum of 0.25 m is recommended'9 . Methods that qualify as Class 1 include the Rod
and Level, TRRL beam profilometer and incremental profile differencing devices such as the
Dipstickl. Static methods that qualify as Class 1 measurements are generally slow and their
primary uses are for calibrating and validating other roughness measuring methods, and
when high accuracy data are required. Roughness statistics, such as IRI, generated at this
level have negligible measurement error associated with them.
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Table 3.11. Classification of Roughness Measurement Methods

CLASS DESCRIPTION TYPES OF METHOD

I Absolute profile; 1. Optical level surveying
Point-elevation data
+ derived index. 2. Profile beam

3. Incremental profile
differencing

II Indirect and dynamic 1. Non-contact 1-track HS
profile measurements; profile meters
Point-elevation data
and derived index. 2. Mechanical 1-track HS

profile meters

3. 2-track HS profile meters

4. Multiple-wheel Profilographs

in Physically-determined 1. Response-type meter (car)
summary measure,
calibrated to reference 2. Response-type meter (trailer)

3. Profilograph (single-base)

4. Straightedge deviations

IV Summary index or rating 1. Physically-indexed
determined subjectively, roughness estimation
or by uncalibrated
physical method. 2. Sample straightedge deviations

3. Panel ride rating/score

4. Ride rating/score

Note: HS = Highway Speed
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Class 2 includes all dynamic profile measuring methods that determine absolute profile
elevations and either record the elevation data or summary statistics calculated from the
elevation data. While some of the devices approach the accuracy required for Class 1
methods, most devices in this class are limited in terms of accuracy or the bandwidth
recorded. This class includes high speed profilometers and various non-contact electronic
sensor devices.

Cla 3 includes all mechanical or electronic devices which require calibration by correlation
to a standard to yield standardized roughness values. The largest group comprises devices
of the response-type road roughness measuring systems (RTRRM's) which measure the
motion between the vehicle body and a reference axle and yield a displacement per unit
distance measure that relates to roughness. The dynamic properties of an RTRRMS is
unique for each vehicle and change with time. Very rigorous maintenance and operating
procedures must be employed for each vehicle and control testing and re-calibration must be
a routine part of normal operation. This also includes the group of profilographs which
sense displacements relative to a moving datum.

Class 4 includes subjective rating and uncalibrated measures. These methods are used when
high accuracy is not essential, or cannot be afforded. The methods include a moving or
pedestrian observer making a direct estimate of the standardized roughness using verbal
descriptors of the road and ride, a panel of observers in a moving vehicle rating the riding
comfort on a comparative quality scale, and sample simple physical measurements. Typical
applications are for minor roads and unpaved roads, when the size of the network, a very
high level of roughness or the accessibility of the link preclude the use of automated
methods. Typical accuracy is in the range of 20 to 35 percent standard error.

Methods of Measurement

The numerous instruments and methods available are summarized in Table 3.12, and
described in detail as follows:

a. Absolute Profile Devices Relative to Horizontal Datum.

These are Class 1 devices that require the longitudinal profile of the wheelpath be measured
as a series of accurate elevation points closely spaced along the travelled wheelpath. The
distance between samples should be no greater than 250 mm and the precision is the
elevation measure must be 0.5 mm for very smooth pavements'9. This level of accuracy is
very time consuming, therefore these measurements are used primarily for calibration of
other equipment, or when high accuracy is required. At present, only the three devices
shown in Table 3.13 are considered absolute profile devices.

The static level survey (using optical level and rod, or laser level technique)" is the best
known procedure for measuring profile. The equipment is widely available and can usually
be procured at a reasonable cost. ASTM Standard E-91 will detail the procedure.
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Table 3.12 Methods of Measuring Road Roughness

Category Method and examples

Absolute profile Measure profile elevation relative to a true horizontal
datum, e.g., rod-and-level survey, "Dipstick" profiler,
British profile beam (measures in 3m segments).

Moving-datum Measure deviations of profile relative to a datum moved along
profile the road, e.g., sliding straightedge, rolling straightedge,
instruments profilographs.

Vehicle-motion Measure: 1. relative displacement between axle and body of
instruments car,- summing upward, or upward and downward, movements with
(roadmeters) readout at regular distances giving, a slope statistic

(displacement/length, e.g., m/1k, amx/m, inch/mile) e.g.,
Maysmeter, Cox meter, NAASRA meter, Bump Integrator (trailer
or car-mounted) 2. Accelerations of axle or body by accele-
rometer. and integrate signal, e.g., ARAN (Automatic Road
Analyser).

Dynamic profile Measure profile elevations electronically relative to an
instruments artificial "horizontal" datum providing elevation-distance

data, at intervals depending on electronic sampling rate, and
filtered to span a practical range of frequencies; e.g.,
General Motors research (GMR) and K. J. Law profilometers
(acceleroeter as inertial reference); French APL (longitu-
dinal profile analyser) (mechanical inertial reference);
British High Speed Road Monitor (HRM) (laser-sensed profile
relative to leading sensor).

Table 3.13 Absolute Profile Devices

| | Cost Crew Accuracy Test Productivity!
instrument CS) Size (an) ZIntervaL | n/day

iRod and Level I 1 1
1. Precision LeveL I5000 3 .1 Variable 640
2. Precision Rod
3. Tape Measure

I ~~~ ~~~I I I- 1 
|Dipstick I I

1. Road Prfiter 15000 1 >.1 305mm 1300
2. Hicr-ocompue
3. Accessories

|TRRL
I Static Beam Profiierl (1) | 2 | 1 1 lOOm | 2500

! from overseas I unItof I !L I
Cl) Available from overseas unit of TRRL.
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The TRRL Abay Profrle Beam is a 3 m long portable beam carrying a profile measuring
carriage and microprocessor which records profile elevations relative to the beam datum21.
It generates a Root Mean Square Deviation (RMSD) statistic and, in a new version with
preliminary levelling of the beam, will generate the HI value.

The 0Dipstick" (Digital Incremental Profiler)' has been used in the concrete floor industry
to measure flatness and has recently been adapted to road profile measurement. The profiler
stands on two pins 305mm (12 inches) apart and digital displays are provided to display the
elevation differences. The operator "walks' the dipstick down the wheelpath by pivoting the
instrument about each leg alternately. One version records the data directly and processes
them into the IRI value through a handheld-size computer mounted on the instrument.

b. Moving Datum Profile Instruments

The rolling straight edge and profilograph are members of this group. The wavelengths
measured are limited by the base length of the datum and, as the rolling straight edge
measures each bump three times, highly variable gains can be achieved. The various
profilographs overcome this to a degree by averaging the end reference points.

The typical profilograph is the Californian profilograph, one version of which is shown
schematically in Figure 3.7. It can be propelled by one person who steers it using the
steering wheel. The maximum speed is approximately 2 mph. Major models include:

a. California Profilograph, which measures the vertical displacement of the
measuring wheel, mounted at the center of the main truss, with respect to the
reference plane established by 12 supporting wheels. Eight supporting wheels are
mounted on the right side of the main truss and four on the left. To enhance data
collection and processing the profilograph can be equipped with a computer data
acquisition system'.

b. The Rainhart Prordograph, which operates on the same principle as the California
profilograph except its 12 supporting wheels are mounted on tripods and are evenly
distributed along the length of the profilograph.

c. The Ames Profilograph has a similar wheel arrangement as the California device,
but the mechanics used to generate traces are different.

These devices monitor and accumulate the total upward and downward displacements from
the reference datum. The total displacement is used for quality control and sometimes
specification purposes or new and rehabilitated pavements. The total displacement is usually
subject to a blanking band that excludes small displacements, and is expressed in a device-
specific unit such as inches/mile, which is not equivalent to other measures with similar
units.



Figure 3.7. DimensIons of a Typical California Prorilogram
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The performance has been evaluated in several studies'. The response of the devices is*
insensitive to certain wavelengths and exaggerates others, the problem being worst with 3-
point devices and diminishing as more wheels are added to provide a reliable datum. The
12-wheel California profilograph gives a poor measurement of 3 to 5 m (10 to 15 feet)
wavelengths and then amplifies those in the 6 to 15 m (20 to 50 feet) range by as much as
two times. Other sources of measurement error include the blanking band applied to the
profile trace data, and the alignment of successive runs. The total error is in the order of
0.6-0.7 m/lkn IRI (or 0.34-0.42 PSI), based on a correlation study. On account of this
low accuracy and the need to calibrate the profilograph to a standard roughness measure,
profilographs are categorized as Class m roughness measurement devices.

c. Vehicle Motion Instruments

Vehicle motion instruments are commonly referred to as roadmeters and are the most widely
used device for collecting roughness data. They consist of essentially three components: a
vehicle, a transducer that detects relative movements of the suspension, and a display that is
connected electrically to the transducer. The transducers are either mounted on the rear axle
of the vehicle or are installed in a trailer. The measurement obtained from the roadmeter is
actually the response of the vehicle to the road surface as it is traversed at some speed.
Thus, the measurement is a function of the roadmeter, the operating procedure, the vehicle
and all of the variables affecting its response (such as weight, tire balance, shock absorbers,
tire pressure, etc.). Roadmeter data are therefore of little value unless the device has been
calibrated to a standard reference. The IRI reference is the recommended standard for
calibration and reporting".

Roadmeters do not give any amplitude or frequency information, nor do they locate defects
because the output is cumulative or averaged. The output is thus Level m information if
calibrated and Level IV if not adequately calibrated.

The earlier versions of the roadmeters (TRRL Bump Integrator, May, Cox, BPR
roughometer and others) utilized mechanical transducers to accumulate the displacements.
These have been in operation for over two decades, and are relatively inexpensive, simple to
operate and robust. The more recent systems use accelerometers (e.g., PURD, Dynatest)
(and integration techniques to obtain displacements), or displacement transducers. These
recent roughness measuring systems are frequently included in survey vehicles which can
also collect distress surveys or video images, however, these often have to be done
independently of the roughness data collection which is done at high speed. A description
of the various roadmeters is given is Table 3.14.

d. Dynamic Profile Instruments

Dynamic profilers measure the profile from a moving vehicle or trailer. They differ in the
reference used to represent the horizontal datum (Table 3.13) and in the method of sensing
the profile. The early GMR profilometer and French APL profiler use direct contact
through a following wheel on the pavement, while recent versions use indirect or non-
contact methods such as visible light lasers, infrared light sensors and ultrasonic sensors. As
these sensors can measure very short wavelengths, including surface texture and down into
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cracks (which are bridged by a vehicle tire and do not affect vehicle motion), high frequen-
cy filters or averaging needs to be applied to the data to suppress these effects. It has been
reported2 that the profilometers do not return the absolute profile exactly because of a lack
of the lowest frequencies and slight distortions in the instruments, but the recorded profiles
have been shown to contain all the information needed to calculate most roughness indices
with adequate accuracy.

All of the profilometers, except the APL trailer, are based on the concept of the GM-type
inertial system'. In this design, the vehicle is instrumented with an accelerometer and a
height sensor. The accelerometer senses the vertical motions of the vehicle body, relative to
an inertial reference. The height sensor follows the road by sensing the distance between
the vehicle and road surface. The signal from the accelerometer and height sensor are used
together to compute the profile of the road, relative to an inertial reference, by eliminating
the vehicle reference. The GM type system is shown in Figure 3.8.

The APL trailer, shown in Figure 3.9, uses an inertial reference pendulum (P) in lieu of an
accelerometer. The LVDT displacement transducer is located between the trailing arm (B)
that supports the follower wheel (R) and the pendulum. Together the pendulum, spring and
damper constitute a mechanical system that is tuned in the laboratory to give a uniform
frequency response for input frequencies between 0.5 and 20 Hz, which corresponds to
wavelengths of 0.3 to 15 m at 25 km/hr or 1.0 to 50 m at a speed of 72 km/hr5.

High-speed profilometers have the disadvantage of being the most expensive and complex
instrumentation systems used to measure road roughness, and generally require operators
with engineering training. Yet, they offer a great advantage in being able to obtain high-
quality measurements rapidly, without requiring that great effort be spent in maintaining
calibration. Their main usage is to monitor roughness on calibration sections used to
calibrate roadmeters and for research purposes. A short description is given below of the
currently available dynamic profile instruments.

A description of the various profile measuring equipment is given in Table 3.15. The
performance data shown were taken largely from reference 24. Few profilometers have
been in regular use, due in part to high cost, several mechanical problems with the earlier
models, and the limited usage of these devices. The future lies in the newer, lower cost
systems. The rapidly expanding computer power should also enhance data capture and field
processing.

e. Subjective and Manual Sampling Methods

Subjective assessments made by an observer in a moving vehicle fall into two categories. In
the preferred method, the observer estimates the standardized roughness directly using a
series of verbal or pictorial descriptions of the road that help to anchor or calibrate the
assessments to the standard". In the other method, a panel of observers rate the riding
quality on a compartive scale of 0 to 5 (or 10) (known as 'rideability', Present
Serviceability Rating' or 'ride rating'.)



Table 3.14. CharacterItics of Roadmeters

Operating

Name Description Usage Speed (mph) Mile/Day Cost

Maysride Transducer mounted on a reference platform
directly over test axle with a vertical Widespread $15,000
connecting rod secured to axle. Optical in 50 250 in
encoder to produce electrical pulses USA (trailer)
accumulated by a one way stepper motor
connected to a strip recorder. Mounted in
vehicle or more commonly in trailer.

BPR Single wheel trailer that measures the 4
Roughometer unidirectional vertical movements of a States in 20 100 $45,000

damped leaf-sprung wheel by a mechanical USA
integrator (Figure B2).

Bump Developed by TRRL based on BPR design.
Integrator

NAASRA Used in Australia, this is a modified
Roughness version of the Maysride device.
Meter

PURD Accelerometer mounted in rear axle of Several
trailer, double integration used to obtain Cities Variable 200 $34,000
displacement. Software available to filter and
out wavelengths less than I foot and States
greater than 300 feet. Available from HPI,
Paris, Ontario, Canada.

Dynatest A Chassis mounted accelerometer. 30, 45 $11,000
5000 and 55 (annual lease)

Walker Trunk mounted accelerometer, main control 12 in use Variable $25,000
Roughness module and storage computer. Self in Texas 20 to 60 300 plus
Device calibrating procedure to determine vehicle mph car

characteristics.
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Figure 3.8. Digital Version of GMR Profilometer with
Non-Contact Displacement Transducer
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Table 3.15 Dynamic Profile Vehicles

IRI
Nome Profile On Board Usvetength Roughness IRI

Manufacturer Descriptlon Storage Profile Range Range Reproduciblity Usage Cost

APL APL trafler containing
(Laborstoire reference wheel, LVDT 18 kph 0.35-1t 1 *8 0.5 Europe
Ponts et Transducer and inertala Tape Yes 50 kph 0.7-28 1 - 10 0.5
Chausses, pendulum. U. Africa
France)

Roughness Includes an accelerometer
Surveyor ultrasonic sensor and S40.000Model 8300 speed sensor. Computes None I - 5 1.0 Colorado, (without(K. J. Law) sumtary statistics - Nebraska vehicle)profile not recorded.

Prorut three Selcom lasers, two
(University accelerometers and a Tape No 0.35-90 I 8 0.3 FUA, $70.000
of Michigan speed sensor. FAA (withoutfor FHUA) vehicle)

690 DNC Two lasers, two accelero- 5 states S300,000
(K. J. Law) meters and speed sensor. Tape Yes 1.4-90 1 - 8 0.5 in USA (with vehicle)

Chile

South ODkota Uttresonic sensor and 8 states $50,000ProfiIometer vertical accelerometer, Floppy Yes 0.7-23 1 - 10 1.2 In USA (with vehfcle)portable unit attached Disk
to car bumper.

British NRM trailer with optical UK $600,000Road Monitor laser sensors. (DTp)

Swedish Sweden Lease
LIST Europe only

Austratlan Australia
China
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A straightedge can be used by manually placing the straightedge longitudinally in a
wheelpath at randomly spaced intervals, and converting the maximum deviation under it to a
roughness reference by correlation. The following correlation relates the 95th percentile of
maximum deviations under a 3 m straightedge to the IRI standard (6):

MI (m/km) = 0.35 SED3,.

where SED30 = 95th percentile of maximum deviations under 3 m long straightedge (mm),
and the standard error of estimate is 0.27 m/km IRI.

Implementation of Methods

For network surveys, roadmeters are suited to rapid and inexpensive data collection,
covering 200 to 300 km of continuous survey a day. However, in order for the perfor-
mance obtained to be consistent, the mechanical properties of the vehicle must be kept
constant through good maintenance and operating practices. In order to make the output of
roadmeters comparable, it is essential that calibration procedures"9 should be rigorously
implemented.

For the calibration of roadmeters, either Class I pedestrian/static methods or Class II
dynamic methods may be used to determine the "true" profile, and thence the standardized
roughness (e.g., IRI) of each calibration section. Once a correlation has been determined
between the roadmeter response measurement (counts per output distance) and the
standardized roughness for the whole range of measurement, all survey data can be
expressed in terms of standardized roughness.

The use of profilometric technology for network surveys is increasing as low-cost high-
speed instrumentation becomes available. Some instruments provide only the final
standardized roughness statistic, which is satisfactory for Information Quality Levels HI and
IV, and when these have a built-in inertial reference, the need for frequent calibration is
avoided. Others which store the profile elevation data are able to generate also IQL-II
waveband statistics which can be used for diagnosing the causes and remedies of the
roughness.

For the construction control of roughness, profilographs and standard straight edges are used
in the United States, and static or rolling straightedges elsewhere. A summary of the
equipment used and criteria applied to new pavement construction in the USA is presented
in Table 3.16. Of the states listed, 80 percent apply rideability criteria and 98 percent have
bump specifications. The most common bump specification is 1/8 inch under a 10 feet (3
straightedge mm in 3 m). Although the use of profilographs is widespread in the USA,
their performance is often less than satisfactory because of the high measurement errors cited
earlier. For high class highways, dynamic profilometers are being used increasingly,
particularly in Europe.
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Table 3.16 Roughness and Bump MeasurinE Equipment
Criteria Used in the United States

PCC Pavement AsDhalt Pavement

Rideabilit= Buins Rideabilit - Euss

State Equip. IPM Equip. Inches Feet Equip. IPM Equip. Inches Feet

Alabama RAH 12 NA NA STElO 1/4 10
Alaska NA NA NA STE10 3/16 10
Arizona CAL 7 NA NA STEIO 1/8 10
Arkansas RAH 12 RAH 3/10 10 NA
California CAL 7 CAL 3/16 25 CAL 7 CAL 3/16 25
Colorado CAL 7 NA NA STEIO 3/16 10
Connecticut CAL 12 STE10 1/4 10 NA STE10 1/4 10
Florida CAL NA NA STE15 3/16 15
Hawaii CAL 7 STE10 1/8 10 NA STE10 3/16 10
Idaho CAL 7 STE CAL 7 STE
Illinois CAL 15 STE10 1/8 10 NA STE10 1/8 10
Indiana CAL 12 STE16 1/4 16 CAL 12 STE16 1/4 16
Iowa CAL 15 CAL 1/2 25 CAL 15 CAL 1/2 25
Kansas CAL 12 CAL 1/10 25 NA STE10 3/16 10
Kentucky RAH 12 STEIO 1/8 10 MAY psi 3.6 STE10 1/8 10
Louisiana NA STE1O 1/8 10 NA STE10 1/8 10
Maine NA STE16 1/4 16 NA STE16 1/4 16
Maryland NA STE10 1/8 10 NA STE5 1/8 10
Michigan PRF 55 STE10 1/8 10 NA STE10 1/8 10
Minnesota BPR 85 STE10 1/8 10 NA STE1O 1/8 10
Mississippi CAL 7 STEIO 3/10 25 NA CAL 3/10 25
Missouri NA STE10 1/8 10 NA STE10 1/8 10
Montana CAL 10 NA NA STE10 3/16 10
Nebraska CAL 12 STE10 1/8 10 NA
Nevada CAL 7 CAL 3/10 25 KA STE12 1/8 12
New Jersey NA STE10 1/8 10 NA STE10 1/8 10
N. Carolina RAH 7 RAH 3/10 25 NA STE10 1/8 10
Ohio CAL 12 CAL 1/2 25 NA STE10 1/8 10
Oregon CAL 7 NA NA STE12 1/4 12
Pennsylvania CAL 15 CAL 3/10 25 NA STE10 3/16 10
S. Carolina MAY 70 @50 STEIO 1/8 10 MAY IPM 40 STE10 1/8 10
S. Dakota CAL 10 CAL 3/10 25 NA STE10 1/4 10
Tennessee MAY 40 @50 STE12 1/8 12 MAY 1PM 40 STE12 1/4 12
Utah CAL 7 CAL 3/10 25 NA CAL 3/10 25
Washington CAL 7 CAL 3/10 25 NA STE10 1/8 10
W. Virginia PRF 100 NA KA STE10 3/16 10

CAL California Profilograph; 2/10 blanking band for ride quality
RAH Rainhart Profilograph; 1/10 blanking band for ride quality
MAY Mays Meter; 70 e 50 70 1PM at 50 mi/h speed
STE Straightedge; STE12 12-foot straightedge
PRF Profiloueter;
BPR BPR Roughometer; using other roughness index
NA Not applicable
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Sampling Plans

To establish IRI statistics for a calibration section the sampling intervals and accuracy given
in Table B8 should be used". When automated profilometers are used, an interval of 50
mm is recommended to ensure that all relevant roughness features are detected.

For network planning, when the purpose is simply to estimate the overall condition of the
highway network, a relatively small percentage of sections need be surveyed (< 10%'a').
For network-level programming, when the purpose is to select projects for forthcoming
work programs then much higher sampling rates are necessary, and it is recommended that
all sections be surveyed at least every two years. On unpaved roads, roughness conditions
change rapidly so that only sample surveys are appropriate for programming for the purpose
of determining whether maintenance practices need to be changed. In this case, subjective
evaluations are used by many agencies.

On paved roads, the measurement sampling length (i.e., the intervals at which readings are
taken) is pertinent to the resolution that can be achieved in works programming and project
design. For project design, the recommended sampling length is 200 to 300 m, giving from
3 to 5 readings per km in a road section. The usual procedure is then to use the average
statistic of a 1 km length or of a homogeneous section for ranking or modelling purposes.
Averaging needs to be treated carefully so that special needs are not suppressed. Recording
data for short sections permits the engineer to identify project limits or areas for special
attention but greatly increases the amount of data to be stored. On low volume roads,
particularly unpaved roads, longer sampling lengths of 1 to 5 km are recommended.

3.4.2 Surface Distress Measurements

Pavement distress is an important indicator of pavement performance, presaging future rises
in roughness and loss of skid resistance. Thus distress observations are used in management
systems to program preventative maintenance. They may also serve as indicators of overall
structural condition, as described in Section 3.3.

Many agencies uses pavement condition data to generate a condition index (or pavement
score) with typically a range of 0 to 100. Often agencies apply weighting factors or deduct
points to each distress based on their perceived relative importance. A summary of the
available score calculation procedures is given in reference 27.

Distress information is also used to:

- determine if the section exceeds established intervention levels for
maintenance or rehabilitation;

- input to pavement prediction models which estimate remaining life;

- to indicate overall structural condition; and
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- to evaluate performance of materials or pavement designs.

The collection of pavement condition data can be expensive, so it is important that the
information quality level selected is appropriate to the decision models, applications and
reliability required for the use of the data. A useful discussion of considerations is found in
28.

Pavement distress is usually collected manually by trained raters working in two-person
crews. Automation of the data entry at the time of survey greatly enhances the speed of
data processing. Full automation of the distress sensing is just becoming available with the
application of image processing techniques (IP). The various procedures are described next,
beginning with manual pavement inspection procedures.

Classification of Distress Measuring Methods

Table 3.17 presents alternative methods of collecting pavement distress data for each of the
four levels of information quality.

For Level IV the usual procedure is a windshield survey where the rater slowly drives along
the section at 5 to 30 km/h, on the shoulder if possible, and at the end assigns the section a
summary score, in the range 0 to 5 or 10. For Level EII, either a driveover survey or a
drive-and-walk, 'pedestrian' survey (with occasional stops) can be used, but assigns 3 or 4
scores, one to each of the main distress characteristics.

Level II inspections involve making frequent stops and pedestrian surveys to accurately
record the amounts and types of surface distress. In Class I inspection sketches of the
distresses (or photologs) are made to record not only the area and severity but location also.
Automated recording equipment is recommended to supplement any manual rating in Class I
and II methods.

Manual Distress Monitoring Methods

Factors to be considered in planning and implementing procedures for conducting pavement
condition surveys include a) the determination of homogeneous sections; b) the type, density
and severity of condition to be catalogued; c) the sample size selection; d) productivity
(continuous vs. sampling); e) training; and f) quality assurance.

a. Determination of Homogeneous Sections

Two types of procedure are used for subdividing pavements into suitable sections: 1) by
homogeneous length, and 2) by predetermined maximum lengths.
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Table 3.17. Classification of Pavement Distress Measurine Methods

Class Description Type of Method

I Type 1 Detailed Survey
Extent 2 Photologger
Severity 3 Laser Crack
Location 4 Others

II Type I Survey
Extent 2 Photologger

III Mode I Survey
Amount

IV Amount 1 Windscreen
2 Survey

Homogeneous length refers to a section judged to be homogeneous by some criterion. For
example, it may be the length of the most recent construction project, which can vary from
less than a kilometer to several kilometers in length. Altematively, it may be based on the
observed level of distress, in general terms. Disadvantages of these variable length
segments are: 1) the variation of performance in a long segment calls for the rater to make
subdivisions which can be difficult and places significant responsibility on the rater, and 2)
the difficulty in comparing performance year to year because the segment lengths may
change.

In predetermined length procedures, pavements are divided into standard lengths, typically
one or two kilometers in length. The risk in this approach is that the section may not be
homogeneous. Any combination of the ratings of individual sections to obtain a single
rating for the entire project should be done at the data processing stage using a defined
algorithm, and should not be left to the field raters' judgement since it is difficult to
subjectively weight many factors. In large networks, such unit length evaluations are used
by many agencies, but the data can become extremely numerous and thus cumbersome to
process and expensive to collect. For urban roads, the block by block approach is often
used.

There are few rules or criteria to use in establishing segment lengths; however this is a very
important determination and requires careful consideration. The rating system must be able
to develop a condition rating for the potential project limits and must be able to provide
trends in performance for each section by comparing previous years ratings to the current
values.
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b. Type, Density, and Severity of Distress

This information is used for measuring the overall condition of the network, ranking
pavement projects and identifying potential maintenance and rehabilitation projects. In
section 2.5.3, three modes of distress were identified and the chart below indicates some of
the distress types which may be used, i.e.:

Alligator
Fracture Cracking Longitudinal

Transverse
Block

Disintegration Ravelling
Potholing
Bleeding

Deformation Depression
Rutting

In addition, patching and edge conditions are defined as "distress" types. When performing
evaluations three levels of detail can be used, as follows.

Score or Index approach, where for each major category (cracking, disintegration,
deformation) the rater simply assigns an index or score. The range of the score should be
small enough to make it easy for the rater to select a level, and great enough to provide the
degree of discrimination which is relevant to the analysis: this may be as low as 0 to 1 or as
high as 0 to 10, and frequently is 0 - 3 or 5. Photographs are usually included in the raters
manual to define examples of pavement condition which fall into each score level. These
scores can be assigned very rapidly usually by the rater either walkng or slowly driving
over the section.

Interval approach, where the extent is assigned to commonly one of three intervals: small
(1-25%), medium (26-50%) or large (>50%). The percentage can refer to total area or
wheel paths. The severit3 of distress is catalogued by categories, such as the width of
cracks (<3 mm, 3 to 6 mm, >6 mm) or depth of ruts (< 10 mm, 10 to 25 mm, >25
mm).

Detailed approach, where measuring wheels are used to measure lengths and area of
distresses. Straight edges are used to obtain mean rut depth and pothole depths. The
project is frequently divided into sample units, usually 200-300 m2 in size, and detailed
inspections are performed in either each, or some, of the sample units. In the detailed
approach, particularly in research activities, sketches of the crack patterns are often made.

The tenns and procedures for making the assessment need to be clearly defined in a user's
manual, which must be carried with the raters in the field.
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c. Sample Size Selection

For network-level applications, a frequent concern is how much of the network should be
inspected each year. The answer to this depends primarily on the purpose for which the
data are being collected. If the primary purpose is to assess the overall condition of the
network (a planning task) then random sampling techniques can be used and a relatively
small sample taken. For examples of typical sampling sizes, refer to reference'.

If however, the primary purpose is to identify maintenance and rehabilitation projects (a
programming task) then much larger sampling sizes are required. If possible, the entire
network should be rated each year, otherwise half can be inspected one year and the other
half the next. Frequently when first establishing a network-level scheme it is desirable to
collect 100% of the sections for the first two years. Once trends have been established, an
appropriate sampling scheme can be selected. For example, a possible sampling scheme
could include a) control sections which are rated each year; b) pavements with a low score
in the previous year; and c) pavements not inspected in the last 3 years.

d. Productivity Requirements

The issue of continuous surveys versus sampling refers to the proportion of the segment that
is to be rated in the field as part of the condition survey. In general, if the sections are
short (e.g., block-by-block), the survey can be continuous; if the sections are long (e.g. one
or two kIn), a sampling procedure may be preferred.

A continuous survey means the raters wiM attempt to summarize the conditions observed
over the entire length of the segment. A sampling survey means that one or more sampling
units of equal size will be evaluated. The sample(s) are then assumed to reflect the
condition of the segment. The minimum time required to evaluate a sample unit is about 3
to 5 minutes. At least three sample units per mile are recommended to estimate the
condition of the segment. For project-level decisions associated with a failure investigation
or for rehabilitation design, a continuous survey is recommended (but in no case less than 25
percent of the pavement area).

In several network-level surveys a combination approach is used. The raters slowly drive
the section to note major distresses such as the number of potholes, edge condition and
quality of patching, then at regular intervals stop to measure other distress types, particularly
fine cracking, rutting, etc.

e. Training

Because of the need for fast but reliable estimates of distress, it is necessary to provide a
well-organized training program for assigned personnel. This training will involve
classroom familiarization with objectives, definitions, and procedures followed by field
observations under controlled conditions. User's manuals should also be provided as a field
references for evaluation procedures. The user's manual should contain descriptions of each
distress type, how extent and severity are to be identified, and procedures for recording
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information. Photographs are excellent tools for explaining the distress types and rating
procedure, for example refer to the Highway Pavement Distress Identification Manual (29).

f. Quality Assurance

Quality assurance refers to the checks made after the surveys have been completed. This
step involves obtaining field reports on a sample of the segments evaluated and comparing
the observations recorded with a walking survey of the segment or of the sample units. A
two to three percent sample should be sufficient to evaluate the reliability of the survey.
Because no criteria are available for evaluation, the judgment of experienced engineering
personnel must be used. A team from the centrl office should be responsible for quality
assurance. Regional evaluation teams may bias results.

Equipment Development

Currently, the majority of condition surveys are performed manually and the distress
observations are entered manually on to coding forms. Recent technological developments
have led to automation of data sensing, recording and processing. These fall into one of the
following categories:

- Hand-held automated recording equipment
- Photologgers
- Video Image Processing
- Laser crack detection devices
- Rut depth measuring devices

Hand-held automated recording equipment. Several agencies have automated the
recording and transmission of pavement inspection data by the use of hand-held computers.
The rater keypunches the distress ratings into the computer in the field, and these records
are later transferred to the information system data base electronically. For some of the
more widely used management systems, such as PAVER, the software to collect, edit and
transmit field inspection data is available. More frequently, because of the non-uniformity
of inspection procedures, the software has to be custom-built.

Photologgers. Photologging equipment has been used by a number of agencies for several
years3. It is used for pavement condition surveys, accident investigations, traffic and signing
studies. Frequently two types of photologs are obtained: the first shows the entire roadway
to be used for geometric, safety and signing studies, the second comprises close-ups of the
road surface to be used for distress interpretation.

Many of the early photologgers were built by agencies for relatively low cost. Many
utilized 35mm cameras on booms mounted on the survey vehicle. Photos of the roadway
were taken at regular intervals, commonly 15 m (50 ft).

in more recent systems, infornation on location and pavement condition is stored on each
picture. This information could include reference post, degree of curvature, bearing,
horizontal and vertical alignment. NCHRP Synthesis 903 referred to the early systems as
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first order and the latter systems as second order. The cost of establishing such system is
shown in Table 3.18.

Table 3.18. Estimated Costs of Photologging Equipment

Components First Generation System Second Generation System

35mm camera F D
control system

Van G G

Photolog Viewers (8) E E

Miscellaneous G G

Note: Cost categories: D = $60,000 - 100,000; E = $30,000 - 60,000;
F = $10,000 - 30,000; G = $10,000

Sourc: NCHRP Synthesis 943

NCHRP Synthesis 126e reported that photologgers typically cover 160 to 500 km (100 to
300 miles) per day at an operating cost of $6 to $12 per km ($10 to $20 per lane mile).

Using photologs to determine pavement condition is labor-intensive. Simply locating the
correct section of road can be very time consuming. Several recent new technologies have
successfully stream-lined the photolog interpretation process, e.g.:

digitizing photolog images and storing them with the appropriate location
referencing system on a high density optical dislk;

- tools to assist the rater in performing distress evaluations from video images,
including the ability to superimpose a measurement grid on the pavement
image and gain random access to all stored images3 '.

Image Processing Techniques. There are several systems which currently provide
automated interpretation of pavement distress data (primarily cracking data). These systems
require several specialized enhancements to the standard photologging setup such as:
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1) Special lighting systems to minimize problems from shadows.
2) Very high quality cameras
3) Image Digitizers
4) Sophisticated image enhancers and pattern recognition algorithms.

The application of image processing technology is developing rapidly32. The use of IP
techniques is automating crack counting, and may extend to quantifying other types of
distress. These methods have the capability of collecting very detailed cracking information
(IQL-I) which needs to be summarized for use as IQL II or m data in management decision
models. Efforts need to be directed at standardizing the measures of distress to enable these
to be integrated with other information for management.

Laser Crack Detection Devices. The Laser Road Surface Tester (RST) was developed by
the Swedish Road and Traffic Research Institute and has been in use in Sweden and Europe
since the early 1980's3. The device has eleven bumper-mounted laser range finders, four of
which operate at 32 kHz. An on-board accelerometer is used to monitor overall movement
of the bumper thus making the device capable of measuring longitudinal profile. An on-
board computer is used to calculate both crack width and depth, and output is printed in the
field each 30 m and at the end of the section'. In the initial version, problems were en-
countered with repeatability, accuracy and detecting longitudinal cracks, diagonal cracks or
cracks filled with sand or dirt, and improvements to the crack pattern recognition software
are under way.

Rut Depth Measuring Devices. Several systems are available for automatically recording
rut depths at high speeds?. These typically use laser or sonic devices, usually attached to
the front bumper. Sensors are spaced at about 300 mm intervals and have capabilities of
recording up to 3.6 m widths.

Automated Distress Data Acquisition Systems

There are several available automated pavement inspection vehicles which include much of
the available technologies discussed above in a single vehicle. The devices can measure
variously: profile, roughness, rut depth, transverse profile, grade and crossfall, curve radius,
many types of distress with extent and severity, and collect video logging information. An
example of a Japanese system is shown in Figure 3.10 0.

These systems have the capability of automatically collecting large volumes of pavement
condition data. However, the initial costs are extremely high (minimum system of
$250,000) for the more complex versions, technically skilled personnel are required for
maintenance and operation, and maintenance and running costs are high. Some systems
have been evaluated and their outputs compared with visually measured distress quantities3.

Table 3.19 describes a number of systems indicating the features measured, the system
components and cost categories. The technologies involved in the automated distress sensing
and processing were described above.
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Figure 3.10. Pavement Distress Survey Vehicle
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Cost and performance data for four of these devices are shown in Table 3.20. For research
type applications where high quality distress information is required, the photographic type
systems (such as GERPHO and PASCO-ROADRECON) are recommended. For network-
level monitoring any of the devices could be used.

New technologies are under development which should make the automated distress
evaluation systems more cost effective. These include high quality video imaging systems,
digitized optical disk storage capabilities, automatic pattern recognition algorithms and
improved crack detection systems.

3.4.3 Friction Measurements

The relationship between the friction available on the highway surface, traffic volume and
accident rates has been well documented, e.g. 36,37. Friction measurements are made
therefore, either to monitor the network to identify sections with a high potential for wet
weather accidents, or to investigate the role of the surface characteristics at an accident site.

The correction of friction deficiencies requires improvement of the surface characteristics by
light resurfacing techniques such as asphalt friction course, chip sealing or surface milling.
Consequently friction (and accident) data are sometimes used independently of other data,
such as roughness and distress which are used primarily for identifying the needs for
structural rehabilitation.
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Table 3.19. Automated Distress and Composite Data Acquisition Dences

Device Purchase Leased Cost
Name Country Features Measured System Components Cost per/Lane km

ARAN Canada Distress, Rut depth, Video camera, accelerometers, A D
7 geometric features ultrasonic sensors, odometers,

keyboard, computer, gyroscope,
optical encoder, video disk,
VCR.

AREV Austr- Distress, Roughness, Video Camera(s), voice- A C,B
alia Friction, Structural recognition encoder,

Assessment. accelerometer, laser and seismic
sensors, odometer, computer(s),
Falling Weight Deflectometer,
texture sensor.

ARIA USA Distress, Rut depth Video camera, odometer, N C,B
keyboard, IP

GERPHO France Distress, Inventory, 35mm cameras, odometer, A
Geometry keyboard, computer (IP)

KHM UK Profile, roughness, Rut Laser sensitive, odometer, A
depth, Macrotexture keyboard, computer

LAW 8300A USA Distress, Roughness, Accelerometer(s), ultrasonic C
Rut depth, sensor, odometer, keyboard,

computer

LASER RST Sveden Distress, Profile, Video camera(s), N
Roughness. Rut depth, accelerometer(s), laser sensors,
Macrotexture odometer, keyboard, computer

PAS-1 USA Distress Video cameras. IP, Computer B.A

PDI-l USA Distress, Roughness. Line cameras, IP. Accelerometer, N D
Rut depth Computer. Ultrasonic Sensors,

Illumination

ROAD USA Distress. Profile, Ultrasonic sensors. C
PROFILER Roughness. Rut depth Accelerometer, Computer

odometer, keyboard

ROADRECON USA Distress, Profile, Photographic cameras, Ultrasonic - D
Japan Roughness, Rut depth sensors, Accelerometer,

Computer, Odometer, Illumination

VIDEOCOMP USA Distress Video cameras, Computer, N
Odometer, Internal Illluination

Note: Purchase price ranges A - $200.000 + Leased price ranges: A > $100
(1990 USS) B - 90,000 < $200,000 $/Lane-km B $60-99

C - 40,000 < 90,000 C $30-59
D - 15.000 < 40,000 D $15-29
E - c 15,000 E <-S15
N - not procurable
- - data not available

Source: Demonstration Project, Federal Highway Administration, Washingtan, DC



Table 3.20. Comoarlson of Automated Data Collection Systgs

GERPHO PASCO ARAN LASER (RST)

Cost Up to lease only
1. Equipment $300,000 $500,000 $400,000 ($20/mile)
2. Data Collection

per square mile $13 $13 $20 $45
3. Data Processing

per square mile $60 $78 $66 $24

Operat ion
1. Time Night (Dry) Night (Dry) Daytime (Dry) Daytime (Dry)

2. Crew Size 2 2-3 3 3

3. Operating Speed 40 25-40 30-50 up to 50 Ei
(mph)

Data Storage 35mm 35mm Videotapes, Floppy disks
Floppy disks

Quality of Raw
Distress Data Very Good Very Good Fair Fair

Data Processing Time Slow Slow Fast Very Fast
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Friction data are required at network-level planning only in high-level information systems
(Levels I and 1I). However, when required, the collected data is used to identify the status
of the friction levels on the highway network, to determine whether levels are deteriorating
sufficiently to justify special programs and funding. This type of data collection requires a
relatively small sample.

For network-level programming, the friction data are used to develop a priority list of
section requiring safety improvements. The friction data are routinely combined with
traffic, geometric, rainfall, and other items to compute a composite index. For this level,
comprehensive coverage and sampling plans are required.

In project-level investigations, friction data are collected for either a) investigation at
accident locations, or b) for quality control and quality assurance, or c) research purposes
when new surfacings are being evaluated.

Skid resistance, at the network level, is measured by locked-wheel trailer devices or by the
yaw method. While the locked-wheel devices measure the longitudinal braking resistance on
a wet road, the yaw method measures the sideways force on a wheel travelling at an angle to
the direction of motion. To a first approximation, the maximum sideways force factor and
the maximum longitudinal breaking friction factor for the same tire on the same surface can
be considered similar". Skid resistance is a function of the macrotexture and microtexture
of the surface. Texture is measured by volumetric, mechanical sliding, profilometric or
tactile methods.

Classification of Data and Measurement Methods

The classification of measurements is shown in Table 3.21.

Class IV provides for a simple visual rating of the macrotexture (e.g., good, variable,
smooth) and is considered optional, its inclusion depending on the importance of skid
resistance to the prevailing traffic conditions and road class.

Class m includes a subjective evaluation of skid resistance using trained raters. The rater
could use reference photographs from an inspection manual or a tactile board'.
Alternatively, the rating could be taken directly from the visual evaluation data which
evaluates both bleeding and rutting in pavements.

Clas 11 calls for the use of friction measuring equipment to collect data either continuously
or intermittently. Continuously refers to network-level surveys where data are collected on
consecutive sections. Intermittent surveys measure only a sample of the link.

Class I requires quantitative tests of both skid resistance and texture. For skid resistance
these include both point-series tests such as the British Pendulum Number (BPN) which
senses microtexture, and site-specific locked-wheel or yaw-wheel tests. For texture, these
include measurements of both macrotexture and microtexture.
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Table 3.21 Classification of Friction and Texture Data

DATA TYPES ATIRIBUTE

CLASS SKID RESISTANCE TEXTURE

I Point-series and Macrotexture
and and

continuous Microtexture
or

Intermittent

II Continuous and Macrotexture
or Intermittent

HI Intemiittent or Macrotexture

IV Subjective score Subjective score
(optional)
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Methods of Measuring Friction and Texture Data

a. Friction Measurements

Skid resistance measurements are made either by a locked-wheel trailer procedure or by a
yawed-wheel method.

Locked-Wheel Trailer. The equipment comprises a towed trailer, meeting a standard such
as ASTM E 274, and a standard tire, as prescribed in ASTM E 501. The trailer is towed at
a speed of 40 mph (64 km/h) over the dry pavement and water is applied to the pavement
ahead of the test tire. The braking system is actuated to lock the test tire. Equipment is
included to measure the friction force generated when the tire is locked and the vehicle and
trailer are running at the prescribed speed.

The locked wheel trailer is the most commonly used friction equipment in the USA. Forty
states use this device for both network and project management as well as accident
investigations and research. For a network-level survey between 150 and 300 km of road
can be tested each day with data recording at, say, 1 km or 0.5 mile intervals. The current
cost of a locked-wheel unit is approximately $150,000. Mechanical and electronic repairs
are frequently needed, and annual maintenance is estimated at $2,000 to $5,000W.
Calibrations require special test pavements and load cells, and cost typically about $10,000.

Yawed-Wheel Methods. The friction between the test wheel tire, yawed to the direction of
motion, is measured continuously over the test length. The test wheel tire is smooth and
side force developed on the wheel is measured. Typical examples include SCRIM (Sideway
Force Coefficient Routine Investigation Machine), Mumeter and Stradograph.

Portable Field Skid Testers. The high cost of highway friction testers has encouraged the
development of so-called "portable" testers. Examples of these devices are the California
Skid Tester' and Penn State Drag Tester'. These testers do not adequately simulate locked-
wheel conditions and therefore they have found little acceptance in the highway community.

b. Texture Measurements

Macrotexture generates resistance to sliding via the hysteresis effect in the tread rubber and
facilitates the expulsion of water from the tire pavement interface. Macrotexture is
measured by either volumetric or profilometric techniques.

Volumetric. A measured quantity of a uniform granular material is spread and levelled off
across the surface in a prescribed manner, and the area covered is measured. The
macrotexture texture depth is the mean thickness of the layer of material that fills the
cavities. The dependence of skid resistance on speed is a function of texture depth and can
be established by correlation'7. The method is inexpensive but slow, and hence its use is
usually limited to research studies or accident analysis investigations.
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Profilometric. Optical methods using visible light are proving to be reliable, and use either
photographic interpretation or laser profilometry, as follows.

a. The Yandell Metere estimates point specific skid resistance for a two inch
wide section of pavement. A videocamera is used to monitor the shadows
cast by a focussed light source. The video-images are digitalized and an
pattern recognition algorithm is used to line scan the digitized photograph to
monitor the edge of the shadow. Signal analysis techniques are used to
decompose the shadow edge into low frequency and high frequency
components. The low frequency/high amplitude are considered to be
macrotexture and the high frequency/low amplitude are treated as
microtexture. Theoretical equations are then used to convert these
measurements into skid numbers (wet or dry). A single measurement takes
about 30 seconds and the device costs approximately $20,000.

b. Laser Devices. Devices such as the British HRM (Highway Speed Road
Monitor) and the Swedish Laser RST (Road Surface Tester)' utilize some of
their high speed lasers to monitor macrotexture at highway speeds. At 90
kn/h, one laser measurement is made every approximately 8 mm. Signal
analysis techniques group the wavelengths (for example in the Laser RST,
wavelengths of 2mm-10mm to one group called fine macrotexture and
wavelengths between 10mm and 80mm to a group called rough macrotex-
ture), and a root mean square amplitude (equivalent to a texture "depth") is
calculated for each.

Microtexture is the characteristic that makes an aggregate particle feel smooth or rough to
the touch. It is measured by mechanical sliding tests, visual comparison or high resolution
photographic techniques.

British Portable Pendulum Test.' The pendulum test represents a low speed friction test,
and is used primarily for research purposes.

Pavement Texture Board. This board was constructed by Lock' in an attempt to provide
guidelines to accident investigators in categorizing the pavement surfaces. The board
consists of 12 pavement samples, in which the microtexture increases from left to right of
each row, and the macrotexture increases from top to bottom in each column. Skid Number
values (SN40) of the samples range from 10 up to 70. The pavement rater simply identifies
the board sample number which most closely mirrors the pavement surface.

Data Reduction and Application

A Level II application to network-level programming provides for biennial surveys
collecting sldd numbers (SN40) at 1 kn or 0.5 mile intervals. If special conditions are
encountered (e.g., a high accident incidence), monitoring may be done more frequently.
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It needs to be emphasized that friction number values below prescribed levels do not by
themselves indicate that some form of remedial action is required. The values need to be
evaluated in conjunction with data on the accident rate and causes, traffic volume, geometric
characteristics (particularly sight distances and obstructions). As an example, a combination
of wet-weather accidents and low skid numbers at a given location would provide an indica-
tion that corrective measures may be necessary for that particular section of pavement.

Agencies often have accident reduction programs funded separately from the standard
maintenance and rehabilitation work. The objective of these programs are to prioritize
safety improvement projects by a safety index number . Skid number is often one of the
major components of an overall safety index. Ivey (E7) determined, from statistical
correlation of accident rates with pavement parameters (traffic level, friction, road widths,
etc), that a suitable safety index for Texas roadways would include the following parameters
in addition to skid number:

1) Number of interactions. (intersecting roadways, and drive ways).
2) Average daily traffic
3) Probability of the section being wet (rainfall factor)

The advantage of this approach is that the empirically developed safety index will be related
to historic accident rates. This safety index approach is recommended rather than the
commonly used approach of setting minimum acceptable standards for SN40, which may or
may not be related to accident potential.

Texture depth measurements are frequently used in research projects where the performance
of surface dressings under traffic is being monitored.

3.5 TRAFFIC DATA ACQUISMON

Traffic volume and traffic loading data are crucial inputs to pavement management,
transportation planning, traffic control studies, pavement thickness design, etc. Methods are
standardized in several widely-used references, including the U.S. Traffic Monitoring
Guide°, Manual on Traffic Studies' and other resources. A trffic data collection system
typically comprises the following four subsystems:

Coverage Count Subsystem. Short duration counts (1 or 2 days) are made to determine
average daily traffic (ADT) on every link in the highway network. Each link is counted at
least once every three years. The counts are taken either manually or more frequently with
pneumatic tubes.

Seasonal/Continuous Count Subsystem. A limited number of stations are established to
cover each class of highway and geographic zone. Counts of Annual Daily Traffic and
hourly totals are taken at least seasonally, and permanent count stations are often
established. The information generated at these stations is used to convert the ADT value to
the Annual Average Daily Traffic value (AADT) for transportation plaming purposes. The
count stations range from manual stations to fully automated station systems which include
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telemetry to transfer the data automatically to a centralized location. The continuous counts
are taken 365 days a year at a small number of locations. The seasonal counts are usually
taken several times a year for a period ranging from 24 hours to two weeks. In both cases
the stations provided hourly volumes.

Classification Data Subsystem. A limited number of stations are established to cover each
class of highway and geographic zone. Counts are made of the distribution of vehicles in
the traffic stream. The agency specifies the number of vehicle types of interest. The
number of vehicle classes is a function of the Information Quality Level. A typical IQL-II
is the USA with 13 vehicle classes, ranging from motorcycles (class 1), cars (class 2) up to
tractor-trailers (class 13). A typical IQL-II has a simpler 3-class system such as cars/light
trucks/heavy trucks. Short duration counts (1 or 2 days) are made. Frequently the data
collection is manual, however several automated classifiers are now available.

Axle Load Data. A limited number of stations are established to obtain the distribution of
axle loads for each truck type. Trucks are weighed either at a static weight station, or on
portable scales, or at a Weigh-in-Motion (WIM) station. Stations are open for a short
period (1 or 2 days) and enough trucks are weighed to obtain a representative load
distribution. WIM stations can be operated for longer periods such as 7 days or more to
determine daily variations. Weighing at a station is repeated at least every 3 years. The
frequency of surveys, the number of stations, the sample of the network and the sample of
the traffic all dictate the quality level of the information.

3.5.1 Classification of Trafric Measuring Methods

Methods appropriate to collecting traffic data at the four levels of information quality are
shown in Table 3.22 and are described as follows.

Each of the four subsystems (coverage, seasonal, classification and weight) are treated
differently in the four levels.

Level 1. In order to obtain daily and hourly counts, the coverage counts must be
continuous, although in the case of a research application it will be for a finite period.
Seasonal counts are not necessary unless the period of continuous counting does not extend
over all seasons of interest. Both the coverage counting and the classification counting are
usually automated because of the huge volume of data collected. The weighing method
should be weigh-in motion so as to obtain a full sample of all vehicles in the traffic and thus
a full axle and vehicle load spectrum. Both the classification and the weighing surveys
should be done on the specific site.

Level II. The normal level for a well-developed agency. Coverage counts (ADT) are
made for a short duration of 1-2 days on every link of the network at least once every three
years. Seasonal ADT and hourly counts are made at a select number of stations which are
representative of each highway class and geographic zone. Classification counts are also.
made at these stations. Weighing surveys are conducted also at a select number of stations,
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though these may be different from the counting stations so as to take into account particular
loading patterns in the network, and should be done at least once every two years.

Level m. Coverage counts are done at the same frequency and coverage as for Level II
but manual methods may be used. Seasonal counts are not made regularly, though seasonal
weighting factors may be established from special studies on an ad hoc basis. Vehicle
classification counts are manual but should follow a coverage as outline for Level II.
Weighing surveys are ad hoc, usually use static methods for weighing a sample of heavy
vehicles from the traffic stream, and assign an equivalent axle load damage factor (ESAF) to
each vehicle class for each road class and geographic zone. The classification and weighing
surveys should be conducted at least once every five years.

Level IV. This is an informal method for use in small or remote agencies, or in temporary
situations. The statistics, however, reflect the summary information that is of interest at a
sectoral level. Coverage counts use a simple grouping of AADT into ranges such as
follows. The grouping extends beyond the usual range of the counting method because of
its additional use for defining summary statistics:

Volume (AADT) Pavement and Geometric Standard

Less than 10 veh/day;
10 - 30 veh/day; Formation improvement warranted.
30 - 100 veh/day; Improvement to gravel warranted.

100 - 300 vehJday; Width >4.5 m warranted.
300 - 1,000 vehl/day; Paved surface usually warranted.

1,000 - 3,000 veh/day; 2-lanes adequate.
3,000 - 10,000 veh/day; Congestion rising on two lanes.
10,000 - 30,000 veh/day; 4-lane divided road warranted.

More than 30,000 veh/day. Muldlane divided road warranted.

3.5.2 TYDes of Traffic Measuring Devices

Traffic measuring technology has advanced significantly in the past decade, particularly in
weighing and classification'. The methods and devices are discussed in relation to the
following categories:

Vehicle count methods
Classification count methods
Vehicle weighing methods

Vehicle counts

A range of devices is shown in Table 3.23 with estimated cost and performance data. There
are three types of system, ranging from manual hand counters and pneumatic tubes to
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Table 3.22 Classification of Traffic Measuring Methods

Level Coverage Seasonal/continuous Classification Truck
Counts Counts Weight

Data

1 Pneumatic none a> Automated *WIM
(continuous) (site specific) (site specific)

2 Pneumatic *ATR (automated) Automated 'WIM
*Manual Counts Manual -StaticWeights

3 Manual Counts none Manual *Static Weihts
*Assign Factor

4 Simple Grouping none b> Assign Distribution b> *Assign Factor
by Highway type by
Region

a> Coverage counts takes a continuously so seasonal variation counts not required.
b> No counts are made, group or factor assigned based on experiences.

Table 3.23 Vehicle Counting Devices

Type Capital Set-Up Operating Crew Downtime
Cost ($) Cost Cost Training (days/yr)

($) (man-hrs)

Hand
Counters H

Pnuematic
Tubes $200 $20 M 80 5 days/years

ATR' s
(no telemetry) $1,500 $1,500 L 80 12 hrs per

site

ATR
(with $2,500 $1,500 80 12 hrs per
telemetry) L site

Others

Note: H= high; Y.-- neditm; L - low
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Automatic Traffic Recording systems (ATR). Pneumatic tubes are by far the most common
device used in coverage counts, whereas ATR's are used in continuous count stations.

Vehicle classification

The range of devices is shown in Table 3.24 with estimated cost and performance ranges.
The methods are either manual or automated. Currently the manual counts are the most
common, however over the past decade the technology of automated classification equipment
has advanced rapidly and more and more of these systems are being installed.

Vehicle and Axle Weighing

Systems are characterized as static, measuring a stationary vehicle, or dynamic, weighing
vehicles in motion (commonly referred to as WIM systems)'.

a. Static Weighing.

Static weighing uses either portable scales or permanent platform scales. Portable scales
are wheel-pads that weigh a single wheel at a time, or with a bridge a dual wheel. To avoid
distortion arising from tilting the vehicle, dummy pads are placed to maintain the vehicle in
a level plane.

Permanent scales appear in a variety of sizes. Some are half, and some full, vehicle width
allowing either half the axle or a whole axle to be weighed at once. In length, they range
from 0.5 m up to 15 m (50 ft) in length. The larger platforms are generally segmented into
three independent scales each capable of weighing a portion of a vehicle. Some use strain-
gaged load cells as the sensors.

The primary advantage of static scales is their very high accuracy, with a typical precision
of 3 to 5 percent, which thus makes them admissible for load enforcement purposes. In
contrast, WIM systems can only be used as screening systems for detecting overweight
vehicles.

The main disadvantages of static weighing are safety, delays and avoidance problems. The
queueing of trucks waiting to be weighed is a safety hazard, and the delays are costly and
frustrating. Avoidance by trucks, which either take alternative routes or do not run while
the weigh station is in operation, is exacerbated by the delays and the high visibility of the
static weighing operation. Only a sample of trucks can be drawn from the traffic stream in
medium to high volumes of traffic, which can introduce a significant sampling error. If the
weighing is being conducted for load enforcement purposes, then only vehicles that appear
to be fully laden or overloaded will be stopped for weighing. Thus such data show a
biassed portion of the loading spectrum and cannot be used for computing the average
loading condition (ESAF).
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Table 3.24 Classirication Counters

Type Capital Set-Up Operating Crew Downtime
Cost ($) Costs Costs Training (days/yr)

($) (man-hrs)

Hand
Counters $500 0 H 40 1

Automated
Classifiers $1,400 $5,000 L 80 1 per
(no telemetry) machine

Automated
Classifiers $1,800 $5,000 L 80 1 per
(with machine
telemetry)

Others

b. Weigh-in-Motion Systems

WIM systems measure loads while the vehicles are in motion4. The systems use either
strain-gaged beams and plates, load cells, capacitance pads or piezoelectric cables as load
sensors. Some are capable of reliable measurement only under slow vehicle speeds of less
than 15 km/h, and others are reliable under speeds of up to 110 km/h. Most scales are of
half-vehicle width, that is 1.2 to 1.8 m wide, and some are full-vehicle width, that is about
3 m wide. They permit a large sample (full in the case of systems reliable under highway
speeds) of vehicles to measured during the duration of the survey and thus provide a
comprehensive picture of traffic loading which is valuable for pavement and bridge design
purposes.

The four-type classification of WIM systems shown in Table 3.24 has been defined by
ASTM*. The types range from the most versatile permanent systems which are able to
produce 14 key data items including wheel, axle, axle-group and vehicle loadings from high
speed measurement,to portable systems, to screening systems, to primary load enforcement
systems. Performance requirements which are under consideration for these system types
are shown in Table 3.25. They indicate the maximum tolerable errors for measurements of
wheel loading, axle loading, axle-group loading and gross vehicle weight, for each of the
four types of system. These classification and performance specifications are a useful frame
of reference for system selection and future development.

Manufactured Load Cell and Plate Systems. The widest range of systems comprise
variations on the principle of a flat plate measuring the applied load either by a series of
accurate load cells or by sensing the bending of the plate. The permanent installations
comprise a weighing scale of 200 to 300 mm depth set into the pavement surface in a
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prepared pit, and the semipermanent variety allow the scale to be transported for use at other
prepared sites. Other transportable systems comprise thin plate-load cell combinations of 25
to 80 mm depth.

Insitu Structure Systems. Existing span structures in the road network such as bridges
and culverts can be retrofitted with load-sensing systems. Strain gages applied to the
underside of bridge deck beams and calibrated to the applied load operate on the basic beam
bending principle. An Australian system, CULWAY, fixes strain gage instrumentation in a
culvert passing under the pavement and operates on a similar principle. Such systems are
permanent, have moderate accuracy, and have the major advantage of being invisible to road
users.

Capacitance Mats. Thin portable pads which measure load by the change in capacitance
induced between two thin sheets under the passage of a load, are placed on the surface of
the pavement with removable adhesive. After use they are removed for relocation without
damage to the pavement surface. The profile depth of about 10 mm is so thin that it has
very small effect on the load sensed. The systems have moderate accuracy and are best
suited to axle load spectrum surveys to determine ESAL factors and ranges of incident
loading. Some models have had problems with wet weather durability. Their portability
and moderate cost are well-suited to IQL-M and some IQL-II systems.

Table 3.25 ASTM Recommended WI! System Accuracy Requirements

TOLERANCE FOR 95% PROBABILITY OF CONFORMITY

FUNCTION TYPE I TYPE II TYPE III TYPE IV

Value> lb [kg] + lb [kg]

Wheel Load ±25% ±20% 5000 [2300] 250 [100]

Axle Load ±20% ±30% +15% 12000 (5400] 500 [200]

Axle-Group Load +15% +20% ±10t 25000 [11300] 1200 [500]

Gross-Vehicle
Weight ±10% ±15% ±6% 60000 [27200] 2500 [1100)

Speed ± 1 mph (2 km/h]

Axle-Spacing + 0.5 ft (150 mm]
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Piezoelectric Sensors. Piezoelectric cables or strips embedded in slots just below the
surface of the pavement measure load through the pressure applied to them. These are the
least expensive of the systems but also the least robust and and the least accurate.
Installations are permanent the sensors are not reusable, and sensor life is often short.

The characteristics of some systems taken from an American study are shown in Table 3.26,
and performance and cost assessments of various static and dynamic systems are shown in
Table 3.27.

3.5.3 Sampling Plan

An outline of the basic steps in establishing a traffic counting system for IQL-II information
follows. Similar steps may be followed for IQL-M information, with adjustments to the
acquisition methods and survey frequencies described in 3.5.1.

a. Divide the network into a number of unique links, in which each link has
essentially uniforn traffic characteristics, i.e., ADT, percentage trucks, and
number of lanes. Typically the links will range from 0.5 to 30 km in length.

b. Assign each link a functional class and geographic zone identity. Identify any
links that have highly unusual heavy truck activity (these will be excluded
from the sampling plan and monitored separately).

Table 3.26 Tynical WIM System DescriDtions

Mrnufet,er d L.ad
Madel Scale Dlmeions Prrmelpe of Operation Tenperature Nave Range

Drutdg leighing bluPe dak and bars Strain gag bIens -so' to .°00 c
Systems

Golden Rlve r ft wide r.apaeltanee -40' to 1750 F
I ft S h lang (ileetbenWl
31 In. thick 32 lo lJS F

welghtmat)

International 5 ft 4 in. wide Hydraulc lead eel)
Read Dyromm I ft In. lang

S in. deep

Radian 4 ft 6 in. wks- Strain gage lad ealls
Iift S in. long

Siemens-A bI/PAT 25 mam profile Strain gge load gls 14° to 1220 F 40,000 lb
WtI MS30

SieMe-Aill/FPAT 4 ft I in. wide Strain goges n 40.ee0 lb
WI M 400 1 ht i. lg Vein putt

I in. dip

Streter 4 ft 10 in. wie Strali gt lead calls 40G.00 lb
ftel%eadson 2 ft 3 in. long
515 SS, XT in deep

Streeter 5 ft wide Capelttriee 220 to 15T F
Re,ehrdson I ft I i.n 
515O XTppartabe 3/S in. thiek

Welgtwrlte 10 ft wide Strain ge lId elUs
3 ft I in. lag
I in. leep
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Table 3.27 WIM System Cost and Performance Information
(Accuracy in Measuring)

WEIGHT DATA

Capital Set-Up Operating Portability Operating Accuracy
Costs Cs) Costs Costs Speed (mph) (2)

Static

Portable 5,000 low Moderate Portable 0 high
Scales

Weight
Station 100,000 very high High Permanent 0 high

Bridge Permanent
Weight 30,000 low low or 20-65 moderate
Station Portable

CMI 60,000 high low Permanent 10-65 moderate
Dynamics

Radian $120,000 high low semi-portable 10-65 moderate

Siemens
PAT 300 80,000 low low semi-portable 10-65 moderate

Cap.
Mat (1) 45,000 low low portable 25-65 low-moderate

Weight
Write 20,000 high low permanent <2.5 high

ADS-4
Piezo
Electric 18,000 low low permanent 10-65 low
Cable

Piezo
Electric 18,000 low low permanent 10-65 low
Strip

1) Capacitance Mat Manufactured by Electomatic, RSA, sold by Howe Richardso
Golden River or PAT

2) Accuracy in determining gross weight high <4%, Moderate 4-8%, low >8%.
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c. Perform a coverage count (ADT) of each link in the network using manual
counters or pneumatic tubes. The minimum duration of a count should be 24
hours at each location. These counts should be repeated at intervals of not
more than 3 years.

d. Develop a sampling plan to collect both vehicle classification and truck weight
data. The sampling plan uses as a base the functional class and geographic
zone considerations. Vehicle classifications counts should be of a minimum
24 hours duration, repeated at intervals of not more than 3 years. Truck
loading data are usually collected for a 6 to 8 hour period. The criterion for
the size of sample of trucks from the stream to be measured is that sufficient
trucks of each type be weighed to obtain adequate axle load distributions.

The Traffic Monitoring Guide' gives guidelines for establishing sampling plans for data
collection.

3.5.4 Use of Traffic Data

Traffic data are used for many purposes throughout agencies related to highways, as
indicated by Table 3.28 reproduced from the Traffic Monitoring Guide. The design of
traffic monitoring methods needs to take all these applications into account so as to either
obviate or at least minimize any duplication of data acquisition efforts.

3.6 ACCIDENT DATA

Accident data are used in road management to evaluate road safety levels, to review safety
standards, and to identify road sections requiring safety improvements. These may include
geometric, pavement or roadmarking improvements.

Accident data are usually collected, stored and reported in a system dedicated to accident
recording. The accident information itself is usually collected by police officers, who
complete a form at the scene of the accident and then file and process it, which may be at a
central location. The processing often includes adding location referencing information,
such as route and stationpost, to the accident record. By interagency arrangement, the data
are transferred to the highway agency in some agreed format.

Outputs from a dedicated accident information system are periodic (often monthly) accident
reports. The reports may merely list incidents without analysis, or provide primary analysis
which identifies the accident rates on each section, perhaps comparing them to previous
years. Numerous management reports are available to prioritize safety work and give
summary statistics.
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Table 3.28 Examples of Studies Making Use of TraMc Data

Highway
Management Traffic Vehicle Truck
Phase Counting Classification Weighing

Engineering Highway Geometry Pavement Design Structural Design

Engineering Benefit of Highway Cost of Vehicle Benefit of Truck
Economy Improvements Operation Climbing Lane

Finance Estimates of Road Highway Cost Weight Distance
Revenue Allocation Taxes

Legislation Selection of State Speed Limits Permit Policy for
Highway Routes Oversize Vehicles

Planning Location and Design Forecasts of Travel Resurfacing Forecasts
of Highway Systems by Vehicle Type

Research Methods of Improving Traffic Simulation Pavement and
Highway Usage Structural Design
Efficiency

Safety Design of Traffic Safety Conflicts Posting of Bridges
Control Systems Due to Vehicle Mix for Load Limits

Statistics Average Daily Travel by Vehicle Ton-miles of Travel
Traffic Type

Private Location of Service Marketing Keyed to Trends in Freight
Sector Areas Particular Vehicle Movement

Types
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3.6.1 Collection of Accident Data

Accident data collection is manual. The police officer is given training and a reference
manual on how to complete these forms. Little or no automation is possible with this
system.

More often than not, the accident reporting system is managed by a group independent of
the Highway Department. The accident reports are supplied monthly or annually for
inclusion into the road information system.

With reference to the classification of accident data in Section 2.5.7, the information
provided by the police report of a modem system is usually of Information Quality Level II,
with between 30 and 100 items of data per accident. Level Ell is typical of countries which
have a formal system which is not yet reformed to provide the kind of detail that permits
real improvements in safety policy and performance. Level IV comprises simple summary
information which is the minimum that can be expected from countries without a formal
reporting system. Level I comprises very specific and detailed information for each
accident, including post-accident investigations, which is required for research or special
investigations.

3.6.2 Uses of Data

Data are analyzed to develop statistics such as accident rates per 100,000 vehicle-kn
travelled, or per vehicle. These are used to evaluate the effectiveness of safety policies, and
to rank projects for potential safety improvements. Accidents are usually categorized by
severity of the casualty, by the number of vehicles involved, by regional area, and by
certain key geometric features such as proxinity to an intersection.
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